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FADE IN:

EXT. COUNTRY CLUB PRACTICE TEE - DAY

RUTH BASTIAN (late 40s), addresses her ball with her driver. 

A GOLF PRO (early 40s) observes her, sighs resignedly, and 
goes to her.

He re-adjusts Ruth’s grip on her club and steps back. 

She prepares her swing, her grip returns to as before. 

The Golf Pro shows his exasperation. 

She drives her ball. She’s not happy with the outcome.

The Pro shakes his head pathetically, ready to throw in the 
towel.

GOLF PRO
Nothing’s going to change, m’lady, 
unless you’re prepared to.

Ruth stares daggers at him.

EXT. RESIDENTIAL ESTATE - SECURITY GATES - MORNING

A Mercedes convertible approaches the heavy iron security 
gates of an exclusive estate.

THE MERCEDES:

Ruth, in golf attire, picks up a remote control unit, aims 
toward the gates but they are already open - inwards.

She drives through, pulls up a moment, aims her remote. The 
gates stutter into action as if to close – but remain open. 

SECURITY GATES

Ruth walks toward the gates, tries her remote again. Another 
stutter. She physically tries to close them to no avail. 

A TOWNHOUSE

A WORKER removes a 'For Sale' sign out front of a townhouse, 
tosses it in back of a small pick-up. 



A laid-back African-American man, ORLANDO JACKSON (70), short 
gray pony-tail, survivor from a more hip Motown era, 
approaches, chats to the Worker. They exchange courtesies and 
the Worker gets in the truck, starts up. 

A TOWNHOUSE

CLIVE (45) and ROGER (35) in designer gym gear, at front door 
of their townhouse, Number 15, distinguished by two small 
heart-shaped topiary shrubs either side of the walkway. 

They watch as two YOUNG MORMONS, making good their escape, 
scramble on their bicycles and frantically pedal off.

SECURITY GATES

Ruth struggles with gates. 

The small pick-up TOOTS, Ruth steps back as it passes 
through. She returns to her car and nearly collides with the 
two Young Mormons speeding out on bicycles. As they pass 
through, the gates close smoothly behind them. 

She throws her hands in despair before driving off.

ANOTHER TOWNHOUSE

As Ruth’s car passes NORBERT (60s) and his younger Thai wife 
SULI (40s) stop gardening. Picking up a small corgi dog, they 
stand erect, as if acknowledging the arrival of royalty. 

RUTH'S TOWNHOUSE:

The Mercedes pulls into the driveway.

Ruth’s garage door lifts up. She parks her Mercedes, exits 
and removes her golf buggy, sans bag, from the trunk. 

Orlando saunters up to her. 

ORLANDO
Bin workin’ on that ol’ handicap?

The question hits a nerve. Ruth sets down the golf buggy.

She takes an embroidered cloth from her buggy and polishes an 
offending mark on the Mercedes’ back fender. 
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ORLANDO (CONT’D)
Don’t know if you’ve noticed, but 
all these trespassers -- 

They are joined by Clive and the more effeminate Roger. 

CLIVE
Like those two young men on bi --

Ruth placates him, her cultured accent suggesting a British 
connection.

RUTH
I’m taking measures, darling.

ROGER
I thought they were cute.

Roger slaps him on the ass and they set off on their jog. 

Orlando checks the cleaned fender. 

ORLANDO
Those damn gates again.

RUTH
I’m taking measures, Mister 
Jackson. I’ll be in touch.

She presses another remote.

Orlando takes the hint and casually departs as the garage 
door starts to descend on him.

INT. RUTH’S LIVING ROOM - DAY

A room replete with fine furniture and fittings. Ruth, 
completes dialing her phone. 

INT. ASIF’S OFFICE - DAY

ASIF EMMANUEL (mid-30s) leans back on his plush leather 
office chair, holds his phone away from his ear, 
disinterested in the caller’s ranting and raving. 

As he nonchalantly polishes the edge of his immaculate glass 
desk with a white handkerchief, his gold chain-link bracelet, 
one of a collection of bling that compliments his olive skin 
tone, CLINKS on the glass.

The caller’s VOICE subsides. Asif replies.
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ASIF
Rest assured I’ll have one of my 
workers have another look into it. 

He hangs up abruptly on the caller’s response.

RESUME RUTH’S LIVING ROOM

Ruth glares menacingly at the phone she holds.

RUTH
I’ll assure the others, shall I?

INT. RUTH'S LIVING ROOM – AFTERNOON

Ruth addresses an eclectic ensemble, including Norbert and 
Suli, the gay couple Clive and Roger, and an aging HILDA (70) 
seated, her walker frame beside her.

RUTH
I have taken it upon myself to 
reprimand Mister Emmanuel who 
assures me action will be taken.

Murmurs of affirmation from all. 

ORLANDO
Good, ‘cos I for one don’t truck 
with no riff-raff hawkers. 

The hard-of-hearing Hilda cups a hand to her ear.

HILDA
Hookers?

Norbert hushes her, placates her.

Everyone stands stunned in disbelief. 

Ruth shakes her head, takes control of proceedings.

RUTH
Be assured this woman don’t truck 
with no riff --

But her moment of glory is interrupted by a CACOPHONY 
outside, a defective vehicle exhaust, an ailing transmission. 
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EXT. NEIGHBORING TOWNHOUSE - AFTERNOON

A dilapidated old removal van sits outside the vacant 
property next door. Two laborer types, SYD and GORDON (early 
60s), unload, dumping articles in disarray on the lawn.

A late model, rather dirty Mustang convertible reverses into 
the driveway. 

MORRIE ANDERSON (60), similarly dressed, alights. A few 
streaks of gray in his generous head of hair, and a cheeky 
grin that serves to accentuate a few crow’s feet around the 
otherwise handsome eyes. 

From the rear seat well of the Mustang, he removes a classy 
golf bag and clubs, their heads well protected. 

Syd unceremoniously dumps a sturdy carpenter's tool-box.

Gordon holds aloft an art deco-era chrome smoker's stand, 
about to suffer the same fate. 

Morrie rushes to its rescue.

MORRIE
Take it easy fellas. That’s my 
right hand man. 

Ruth, accompanied by Orlando, greets them.

RUTH
Gentlemen, please. 

Unloading curtailed, Morrie removes a small cigarillo from 
behind his ear and lights it, much to Ruth's chagrin.

RUTH (CONT’D)
I don't know how long you've been 
in the removal business but if I 
were the new owner--

Syd, short and dumpy, steps forward and interrupts Ruth.

SYD
That'll be Mister Anderson.

The taller Morrie leans a bent elbow on Syd’s shoulder.

RUTH
If I were Mister Anderson, I would 
want a little more care taken with 
my property. The poor man’s 
obviously invested a lot of money --
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MORRIE
Amen to that. But not to worry, my 
dear, we're just about finished.

RUTH
Sweet man. I am not your 'dear'!

Syd retreats a step back from Morrie who almost loses his 
balance without the support. Morrie is unfazed. 

MORRIE
Noted, sweet lady.

Orlando cringes. But worse. Morrie draws on his cigarillo and 
impudently exhales volumes of smoke.

RUTH
I shall have a word with the new 
owner.

MORRIE
Be my guest.

The very British Ruth comes to the fore.

RUTH
We are not impressed with your 
performance.

MORRIE
Nor any other man's, I’m guessing.

Her nose put out of joint, Ruth reels and storms off.

Orlando raises an eyebrow and saunters off after her. 

A muffled WOLF-WHISTLE from Syd. 

Amused, Morrie drags on his cigarillo, suppresses a cough.

He looks across to Ruth’s property and waves a hand at the 
concerned faces of the Residents staring out the window.

INT. RUTH'S LIVING ROOM – DAY

Ruth and Orlando enter to a silent reception from the other 
shell-shocked Residents who drift back from the window.

RUTH
If there's no other business!

The others take their cue and progressively depart.
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EXT. RESIDENTIAL ESTATE - AFTERNOON

The Residents disperse. Morrie 'doffs his cap'. Some smile 
equivocally, others offer scant acknowledgement. 

Norbert and Suli, escorting Hilda with her walker frame, pass 
the men. Norbert offers a polite smile, Suli censures him. 

Morrie's co-workers contain their mirth as he looks back to 
Ruth's Townhouse.

MORRIE
Nor any other man's, I’m guessing.

INT. MORRIE'S LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Seated in a plush recliner chair, Morrie kisses a framed 
photograph of a young woman taken a few decades earlier. 

MORRIE
Met the welcoming committee, wish 
you were here. 

He places the photo on the adjacent art deco smoker's stand — 
the ashtray full of butts. He leans back, drained. 

A few unopened packing cartons litter the floor. There, too 
is Morrie’s golf bag and buggy, the head of each club comfy 
in its protector.

EXT. TOWNHOUSE – EARLY MORNING - INTERCUT

Ruth, in smart business outfit, exits her front door with a 
cup of coffee. She breathes in the morning air, surveys the 
estate, sips her coffee ... and almost chokes.

MORRIE'S TOWNHOUSE:

Morrie in coveralls on the neighboring front lawn, pail and 
sponge in hand, suds all over his Mustang — and all over the 
lawn, a blot on the landscape. 

He acknowledges Ruth with a courteous nod. 

She hastily wipes her soiled top and retreats inside.

NORBERT’S TOWNHOUSE:

Over the way, Norbert lets his corgi dog out for a pee. 
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A wave from Morrie. 

Norbert halfheartedly reciprocates but is reprimanded.

SULI (O.S.)
Don't fraternize, honey.

Morrie, unfazed, continues washing his car.

RUTH'S TOWNHOUSE - LATER

In her garage, Ruth, dressed in a business suit, deposits her 
briefcase in the passenger seat of her Mercedes. 

The garage door rises. Ruth reverses her Mercedes out the 
driveway. She is distracted by Morrie on his lawn giving a 
final polish to a now gleaming Mustang. 

The Mercedes reverses erratically, a rear wheel THUDS over 
the curb. An irregular SOUND. She draws into the curb, exits 
and examines the deflated tire.

MORRIE (O.S.)
's'up sweetheart?

Morrie, at the rear of the Mercedes spies the flat tire.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Flat tire?

She cringes.

MORRIE (CONT'D)
Here, I'll give you a hand.

RUTH
Kind of you. But I'll have my 
garage man attend to it.

MORRIE
Your garage man? Good for you. 

She leans into her car, retrieves a cell phone from her 
briefcase while Morrie returns to his car, gathers his gear.

EXT. RUTH'S TOWNHOUSE – DAY - LATER

Ruth paces impatiently beside her car. 

Morrie, dressed for golf attire, approaches with a fine china 
cup and saucer. 
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MORRIE
Orange Pekoe while we're waiting? I 
always brew for two.

Ruth appraises his attire but otherwise snubs him.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Or perhaps green’s more your color?

INT. BOARD ROOM - DAY - SIMULTANEOUS

On the wall, a portrait of a distinguished man in his forties 
looks down over the impressive table. 

Four male COMMITTEE MEMBERS stand around the table and 
casually sip cups of tea and coffee; one subtly consults his 
watch. The head executive chair is vacant.

SECURITY GATES:

An emergency service vehicle, signage indicating it 
specializes in Mercedes vehicles, enters. 

The gates stutter, begin to close but stop after a foot or 
two and remain open.

MORRIE AND RUTH:

Ruth tosses her remote on to the seat of her car.

MORRIE
Someone should do something about 
those gates, if not the tire.

Morrie takes a sip of his tea.

The vehicle approaches and pulls up behind Ruth’s Mercedes.

The male MECHANIC(30) exits the vehicle and goes to Morrie.

MECHANIC
What seems to be the problem, pal?

Morrie directs him toward the merc and an incensed Ruth.  

MORRIE
I believe she needs servicing.

Morrie makes good his escape back to his townhouse.

The mechanic surveys the vehicle and sees the tire.
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MECHANIC
Ah-ha, flat tire.

Ruth cringes.

RUTH
Just fix it.

INT. BOARD ROOM - SAME

The four Committee Members are all seated, agitated, ties 
undone; their empty cups pushed to the centre of the table. 

They all consult their watches. 

EXT. RESIDENTIAL ESTATE – SAME 

SECURITY GATES:

A red Audi cabriolet, soft top down, pulls up at the gates. 
The driver, DENISE (23), like her car, would certainly turn 
heads. She orientates herself, locates the intercom but the 
gates are already open almost to their maximum. 

She slowly navigates through.

RUTH'S TOWNHOUSE:

As the Mechanic finalizes the changing of Ruth’s wheel, 
Orlando arrives on the scene.

ORLANDO
Flat tire?

Ruth looks to the heavens. The red Audi cruises past. She and 
Orlando watch as it pulls up outside Morrie's townhouse. 

The Mechanic ogles as Denise maneuvers her legs out of the 
car and sashays toward Morrie's front door. He issues a 
subtle wolf-whistle. 

RUTH
(to Orlando)

Don't even think about it.

MORRIE'S TOWNHOUSE: 

The front door opens, Denise throws her arms around Morrie.
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DENISE
First an apartment and now the car. 

Morrie looks past his Mustang on the lawn to the Audi.

MORRIE
A small price to pay.

Acknowledging Ruth et al, Morrie escorts Denise inside.

RUTH'S TOWNHOUSE:

Ruth and Orlando are agog. The Mechanic, arms 'embracing' the 
removed wheel, draws up next to them. Lost in a fantasy, he 
loses grip and drops the wheel on his foot. Agony.

Ruth’s looks could kill. She mutters to Orlando.

RUTH
(refers to Mechanic’s foot)

I’d check for brain damage there.

The Mechanic hastily gathers the wheel and places it in the 
Mercedes’ trunk.

INT. RUTH'S LIVING ROOM – DAY - LATER

Ruth, sherry in hand, parades before Orlando, standing 
sentinel, his back to the window. 

RUTH
See what happens when the parvenu 
move in? I don't mind different 
people, discreet people. 

Orlando coyly plays with his gray ponytail.

RUTH (CONT’D)
Like our friends at number fifteen - 
professionals. But not the oldest 
profession.

DENISE (O.S.)
I'm just a spoilt little working 
girl.

Ruth joins Orlando and they both turn to the window and the 
activity outside.
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EXT. MORRIE’S TOWNHOUSE – DAY - SAME

Morrie, in his casual golfing clothes, stands beside Denise 
in her car. She runs her hand sensually along the dashboard.

MORRIE
Not any more.

Denise checks her hair and make-up, blows Morrie a kiss.

DENISE
But I like my day job.

And drives away. 

Morrie returns her kiss, turns and addresses his neighbor's 
window.

MORRIE
Working her way through college.

INT. RUTH'S LIVING ROOM – DAY

Ruth retreats from the window.

RUTH
‘Working her way --’. I should 
report this to the Property 
Manager.

She almost chokes as she gulps down her sherry. She recovers, 
punches in a number on her cell phone. 

INT. ASIF’S OFFICE - DAY

Asif picks up his cell, checks the caller ID: ‘LADY BASTION’

ASIF
(into phone)

Now what?

ORLANDO (V.O.)
(filtered through phone)

Now what?

The phone goes dead. Asif is thrown.

EXT. MORRIE'S TOWNHOUSE – DAY

On the lawn, Morrie, sporting a tam-o'-shanter cap, parks his 
golf buggy by the Mustang and lifts the trunk. 
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INT. RUTH'S LIVING ROOM – DAY

Ruth, still with cell phone, joins Orlando at the window.

ORLANDO
Man, he is one bad-ass. From jivin’ 
to drivin’. 

Ruth gives him a reprimanding look.

ORLANDO (CONT'D)
I wonder what his handicap is? -- 
obviously not stamina.

He chuckles at his attempt at humor but his tone quickly 
changes.

ORLANDO (CONT'D)
Uh oh. Wrong call.

In unison he and Ruth hurriedly turn away from the window.

EXT. MORRIE'S TOWNHOUSE – DAY

Morrie, slumped against the rear of his car in his driveway, 
holds his chest, incapacitated by a severe coughing fit.

Ruth and Orlando approach; the latter moves swiftly but Ruth 
shows less urgency as she looks about her. 

ORLANDO
Yo all come up for air, man?

He turns to Ruth.

ORLANDO (CONT’D)
This a gig for the meat wagon? 

Morrie waves a hand, shunning the suggestion.

RUTH
Get him inside first.

With Orlando taking the bulk of the strain, Ruth assists 
Morrie toward his townhouse.

MORRIE
My clubs --

RUTH
Not important.
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MORRIE
Perhaps not to a scrubber.

She shoots daggers at him. Orlando sniggers.

INT. MORRIE'S LIVING ROOM – DAY - CONTINUOUS

Wheezing, Morrie removes his cap and gestures towards his 
recliner chair midst the few unpacked cartons etc. 

Ruth shows cold clinical concern as she assists. 

Morrie closes his eyes, drops his head back. 

She checks his carotid for his pulse. 

RUTH
Not good.

She takes his wrist ... better luck here. 

He opens both eyes and smiles cheekily at her.

RUTH (CONT’D)
How long has this been going on?

MORRIE
(looks at his pulsing 
wrist)

All my life. So far so good.

Ruth suppresses a chuckle, checks herself.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Just a bit of a cough. Be okay.

RUTH
(refers to ashtray)

Mister Anderson, I suspect your 
condition is worse than you make 
out. 

She consults her watch.

RUTH (CONT'D)
You’d do well to see your physician 
ASAP.

Orlando is in agreement.

MORRIE
Don't know any. Haven't seen one 
since -- well, for years.
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RUTH
Then I suggest you find one soon.

She makes her way toward the door. She stops by his trophy 
cabinet, turns back to him.

RUTH (CONT'D)
I have a contact if need be. 

She leaves Orlando with the shell-shocked Morrie. 

EXT. MORRIE'S TOWNHOUSE – SAME

Ruth makes her way across Morrie's lawn. She veers over to 
his car in the driveway, retrieves the golf buggy.

MORRIE'S LIVING ROOM – SAME 

Morrie sips from a glass of water. 

MORRIE
Thanks pal.

Orlando takes the glass, places it on the cocktail bar. He 
runs a hand along the smooth, well-finished edge. His face 
registers his appreciation of the quality.

Ruth briskly re-enters, deposits the golf buggy just inside 
the doorway.

RUTH
You might want to put these in 
storage for a while.

She refers to the smoker's stand replete with butts.

RUTH (CONT'D)
And that will be a noose around 
your neck, Mister Anderson.

She departs as briskly as she entered.

Orlando sidles over to admire the trophy cabinet.

ORLANDO
She's not really bad-ass –- when 
you get to know her. 

MORRIE
She just needs a good --
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ORLANDO
No way man. Case of ‘once bitten’. 
Since her ol’ man pass some years 
back, seems we bucks all belong in 
La Brea.

MORRIE
So you two aren’t --?

ORLANDO
Let’s just say she’s someone I’ve 
gotten to know over the years.

Morrie raises his eyebrows.

Orlando changes the subject.

ORLANDO (CONT’D)
Nice cabinet. Civil War relic?

MORRIE
My own hands. And the bar and the --

ORLANDO
You’ll be welcome around here. 
Always a job for a man with a tool 
in his hand. And they'll pay well.

MORRIE
And keep me in my place, eh? Say 
pal, why don’t you take a seat? 

Orlando complies, sits in another chair.

Morrie works hard to restrain yet another cough.

ORLANDO
You know man, perhaps a session 
with her ladyship’s contact might 
help.

Morrie shakes his head dismissively.

ORLANDO (CONT'D)
Is there someone I should get in 
touch with? You know, ol’ lady, 
juniors running about?

Morrie looks at the photo frame, shakes his head. 

ORLANDO (CONT'D)
Younger lady friends?

Morrie shrugs, non-committal.
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ORLANDO (CONT'D)
Forgive my chutzpah, man, but your 
recent visitor. Got her ladyship 
spec’latin’. She ain’t no ‘Avon 
Calling’ hawker, is she? 

Morrie is amused and, restraining a cough, 

MORRIE
Let’s just say she’s someone I’ve 
gotten to know over the years.

He taps a finger on his nose, a cheeky wink from Orlando.

INT. BOARD ROOM – DAY 

The four Committee Members seated around the table, seriously 
agitated. 

The Secretary MARGOT KENNEWELL (40s) pokes her head in 
through the frosted glass doorway.

MARGOT
Sorry. Meeting's off. Seems she has 
'more pressing matters' to attend 
to. We’ll need to reschedule.

MUTTERED protests as the Members pack their things, finish 
yet another cup of coffee or reach for their cell phones.

INT. MORRIE'S LIVING ROOM – DUSK

Morrie stirs from a nap in his recliner chair. He spies his 
golf buggy just inside the doorway.

MORRIE 
Put in storage, my ass.

EXT. RUTH'S TOWNHOUSE – DAY

The Front Door bell CHIMES...

Ruth answers. She is surprised to see a young DELIVERY MAN on 
the stoop. She peers beyond him in the direction of the 
security gates. 

She is taken aback on being presented with an elaborate 
arrangement of roses. She reads the accompanying card and 
looks toward Morrie’s house. 
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Ignoring the Delivery Man, she looks across the way where 
Suli and Norbert peer through their window. She gives a 
stern, haughty glance, retreats inside, leaves the Young Man 
standing outside, clueless. 

The door re-opens. Ruth slaps a few bills in the Delivery 
Man's hand and retreats inside again.

INT. RUTH’S LIVING ROOM - DAY - CONTINUOUS

Ruth admires the flowers but on reading the card she 
vacillates between a smile and a frown.

SECURITY GATES: SAME

Morrie, toolbox in hand, makes his way along the driveway 
from the Security Gates as the Florist Van heads toward them. 

Morrie casually salutes the young driver as the van exits. He 
presses a small remote control unit he holds. 

The gates close smoothly.

INT. RUTH’S WALK-IN CLOSET – DAY

Ruth, now in a chirpy mood, in underwear, examines a 
selection of business attire on the racks. 

INT. SPORTS CLUB BAR – DAY

A rowdy Bar. A sport broadcast on an overhead television set 
is barely audible. 

Above the bar, a SIGN: 'NON-SMOKING BAR'. 

Morrie on a bar-stool, beer in hand, restrains his coughing 
as he holds court with his pals, Syd and Gordon. 

SYD
Knew it first time I saw her. Bet 
she thinks her farts don't smell.

Denise, the barmaid, attending others along the bar, is in 
earshot of all this. 

DENISE
We'll have none of that crudity in 
here, thank you.

Gordon sits, mute, amused by the proceedings. 
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Morrie tosses down the remains of his drink as a PATRON 
passes and jovially slaps Morrie on the back.

PATRON #1
I thought the Four Seasons would be 
more your style these days.

MORRIE
Yeah but they don't let the 
riffraff in.

Syd raises his glass.

SYD
I'll drink to that.

Morrie pushes his empty glass forward over the bar.

MORRIE
About time too. Thanks pal.

Syd grimaces when Gordon does likewise with his glass but 
they both turn to Morrie when he starts another COUGH. 

Denise comes along to the guys.

DENISE
You guys. No class. From what I 
saw, I'd say she's a real lady.

SYD
(aside)

If you only knew what she thought 
about yo--

Morrie digs him in the ribs, checks him. He takes out his 
packet of cigarillos.

Denise indicates the 'No Smoking' sign.

DENISE
Haven’t you learned your lesson 
yet?

Her scathing tone brings "Oos" and "Ahs" from the others. 

Morrie gives her the evil eye.

MORRIE
Perhaps I need a refresher course.
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INT. RUTH’S LIVING ROOM – DAY

Ruth, in smart business suit, selects a red rose from the 
arrangement now in a vase on a side table, pins it to her 
jacket.

EXT. RUTH’S TOWNHOUSE – DAY

Ruth, reversing her Mercedes, stops suddenly as Morrie’s 
Mustang makes an erratic entrance.

ON MORRIE'S CAR:

Morrie, cigarillo in mouth, with passengers, Syd and Gordon, 
drives his Mustang past her driveway. 

Ruth gives them the evil eye.

The Mustang pulls up and all three alight, each holding a 
supply of beer. In the far Background, Orlando approaches.

Ruth grabs her cell 'phone, punches a number. 

She waits impatiently. The other party answers.

RUTH
I’ll tell you “now what?”, Mister 
Emmanuel. This cannot go on any 
longer -- I am talking about my new 
neighbor who has just arrived with 
his riffraff friends for a, dare I 
say it, a 'booze-up'. Not to 
mention his young lady caller the 
other day -- and I’m sure it is not 
“all perfectly innocent”.

(listens intently)
Good. So you'll pay him a visit? -- 
Immediately would be most 
appreciated, thank you.

But her mouth drops when Orlando, standing at Morrie's front 
door, with a small earthenware jug in hand, calls to her.

ORLANDO
Seems they need some ring-ins for 
poker. Pity you only play bridge, 
my dear!

Ruth, incensed, practically squeezes the life out of the 
phone.
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RUTH
(on Orlando)

I am not your 'dear'!
(then into 'phone)

Nor yours. A visit now. Good day.

She curtails the call, plucks the red rose from her jacket, 
tosses it out of the car, lets her blood pressure calm a 
little before speeding off.

INT. BOARD ROOM – DAY

The four Finance Committee members stand around the table, 
briefcases in hand. 

Ruth barges through the frosted glass doors. She flops into 
the vacant chair at the head of the table, opens her 
briefcase, removes her i-Pad, fidgets a moment. She senses 
the stares from the others. 

RUTH
What?

The others sit, quiver in their chairs, avert their eyes.

Margot timidly distributes printed material around the table 
while Ruth gathers her cool.  

The bold heading reads:

‘Bastion Perpetual Cup -    
Arrangements’

As they peruse the sheets. 

MARGOT
The big one on the calendar, the 
Perpetual Cup. Who knows, there 
might be a few surprises in store. 

General nods of approval all round. 

RUTH
Excellent job, Margot. 

Margot glows, savors the accolade, but Ruth quickly gestures 
her to take her seat. Margot complies.

RUTH (CONT’D)
Let’s hope there aren’t too many 
surprises, eh. I feel I’ve had 
quite enough of late.
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INT. MORRIE'S KITCHEN – DAY

Orlando deals from a pack of cards — after a fashion. By his 
side is a fancy stemmed cone pipe.

Tobacco smoke hazes the room. The kitchen table is littered 
with cash, ashtrays full of butts. 

Asif, cheroot in mouth, shirt cuffs rolled, neck-tie 
loosened, looks decidedly fresher and more sober than the 
other players, Syd, Gordon, Orlando and Morrie. 

He clears his throat and casually addresses Morrie.

ASIF
Now, about this 'lady friend'.

The others look at each other in cheeky anticipation.

Morrie lifts his visor he is wearing and removes the 
cigarillo from his mouth.

MORRIE
A simple working girl.

The others listen intently, ignoring Orlando's efforts.

ASIF
(uncomfortable)

Yes, well. You see, I've been asked 
by -- 

MORRIE
Why don’t you give me your card and 
we’ll discuss it later.

ASIF
My card? 

Asif fumbles for his wallet, removes a business card and 
nervously hands it to his host.

MORRIE
Investments and securities advisor?
Perhaps I should introduce you two. 
A man of your abilities should be 
able to do wonders with her assets.

(off Asif’s flummoxed look)
Oh yes, when it comes to her 
assets, I'm afraid I lack the 
expertise a young woman in her 
position requires.

Asif becomes even more flummoxed.
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ASIF
Expertise?

MORRIE
I'm sure you're well qualified.

ASIF
Look, I'm not sure that I --

The other players hang on every word.

ASIF (CONT’D)
Sorry, but I was asked to come ––

MORRIE
And you can report back that your 
visit was most successful.

They all eye the pile of cash in front of Asif as he fumbles 
with his cell phone.

ASIF
Why don’t I check my diary.

MORRIE
No hurry. 

Orlando finally finishes dealing. But there's little 
enthusiasm. 

Asif briefly consults his cards. He folds.

ASIF
Perhaps I should call it a day.

Gordon consults his wrist watch. 

GORDON
Yeah, count me out. Cut my losses.

Syd looks at his hand, gladly tosses it in.

SYD
Saved my ass.

Asif stands and stares a moment at his winnings, reluctant to 
take it. 

MORRIE
(nodding)

All fair and square.

Asif collects his money.
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ASIF
I’ll be in touch.

Morrie taps his nose with Asif's business card.

ASIF (CONT’D)
(to Syd and Gordon)

Perhaps I can give you guys a lift?

SYD
Appreciate that.

All but Orlando stand; he stares vacantly at his hand.  

Asif adjusts his attire and moves out of the room, the other 
players following. 

Orlando attempts to stand but to no avail. He’s left alone.

EXT. RESIDENTIAL ESTATE – DAY

Asif's Lexus approaches the security gates which open 
smoothly and the car passes through.

ASIF (V.O.)
Gates seem to be working okay. 
What's she complaining about?

INT. MORRIE'S KITCHEN – DAY - CONTINUOUS

Orlando teeters on faltering legs as Morrie enters, tosses 
his visor on the table, and checks the beer cans on the bench 
- all empty.

MORRIE
That answers that.

Orlando offers his pipe but Morrie declines.

ORLANDO
Medicinal purposes.

Again Morrie declines.

Orlando places the pipe in the pocket of his jacket draped 
over the chair and hands Morrie the earthenware jug. 
Accepting the jug, Morrie gestures toward the Living Room.

As they move past the table out of the kitchen, Morrie 
chances a glance at the cards Asif was dealt but didn't play.
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MORRIE
(sotto voce)

Investment adviser?

MORRIE'S LIVING ROOM  - CONTINUOUS

Morrie takes the jug to the bar, selects two glasses, pours 
the drinks. He turns and CLEARS HIS THROAT as Orlando is 
about to deposit himself in Morrie's recliner chair. 

The older man checks himself and goes to the other lounge 
chair. Morrie hands a glass to his guest, settles in his own 
chair and raises his glass in salutation.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
To each his own.

They drink. It’s rough on Morrie’s throat. He draws on his 
cigarillo and is consumed by a coughing fit.

ORLANDO
My man, you wanna take top billing, 
you really ought to give that shit 
a miss.

MORRIE
What’s that about the pot and the 
kettle...?

ORLANDO
Nigga medicine.

Morrie picks up the photo of his late wife.

MORRIE
What can I say. Look at her. Taken 
by the big "C". Never smoked in her 
life. At least not her own.

ORLANDO
Perhaps you owe it to her.

Morrie stubs out his cigarillo in the full ash tray. 

In turn, Orlando raises his glass — a small victory — and 
downs the remains of his drink. He manages to stand, makes 
adjustments to his demeanor, goes into the Kitchen area ...

And returns with his jacket. 

ORLANDO (CONT’D)
(referring to photo)

I gotta feelin’ three’s a crowd. 
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Morrie picks up the earthenware jug.

MORRIE
Don't forget --

ORLANDO
Keep it ... for medicinal.

He makes his way out but he checks himself when Morrie coughs 
coarsely.

ORLANDO (CONT’D)
(nods to himself)

I‘ll have her ladyship make that 
appointment for you, my man.

Alone, Morrie turns his attention back to the photograph. A 
tear wells in his eyes.

INT. DOCTOR'S ROOMS – DAY

Jeanette completes the examination of Morrie’s chest. Her 
own, wholesome chest, accentuated by her skimpy attire, 
serves to distract him. 

She goes to her desk and keys away at her computer.

JEANETTE
Slip your clothes on.

Morrie dons his polo shirt and, cradling his jacket, sits 
beside the desk. 

MORRIE
So. I’m ticking over like a clock?

She stops typing and gives him the serious Doctor look.

JEANETTE
More like a time-bomb. I'm 
surprised your heart and lungs have 
lasted this long. 

Morrie shifts uneasily in his seat. 

She completes her typing and proceeds to print.

JEANETTE (CONT'D)
In other words, time to quit.

MORRIE
Asking a lot. A man’s only 
pleasure.
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JEANETTE
Married man, eh?

MORRIE
Widower.

She smiles her appreciation of the touché but then tersely 
addresses him.

JEANETTE
I'm going to prepare a strict daily 
regimen I expect you to adhere to. 

MORRIE
Strict? 

She takes the prescription from the printer, hands it to him 
and leans back in her chair, hands behind her head, 
stretching, displaying her generous upper torso. 

Morrie frantically checks the collar of his polo shirt.

JEANETTE
Tell me, do you get any exercise?

MORRIE
Not the type I’d like.

Jeanette sits upright and demurely adjusts her blouse.

JEANETTE
I mean --

MORRIE
Play a bit of golf. Not like I used 
to. Not since my --

He checks himself

JEANETTE
Your wife?

MORRIE
Two years ago her number came up. 
Knocked me around. 

She nods her sympathy.

MORRIE (CONT'D)
Screwed up the handicap.

JEANETTE
(taken aback)

Your handicap?
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MORRIE
Then two months ago and our numbers 
eventually came up...

She's puzzled.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
A little lottery windfall. Good 
luck, I suppose.

JEANETTE
Yes, good luck indeed.

(snaps back to the now)
So, let's work on improving your 
organs and your handicap. Before 
your luck runs out.

MORRIE
Sounds reasonable.

She crosses her shapely legs.

JEANETTE
So, out of interest, your handicap?

MORRIE
Out to seven now.

JEANETTE
Out to seven? So what were you 
before?

MORRIE
Four.

JEANETTE
I'll settle for the seven. For now.

EXT. COUNTRY CLUB PRO SHOP – DAY

Morrie wheels his buggy into the Buggy Bay, almost collides 
with a senior citizen, OLD JOCK (75) wandering in a dither.

MORRIE
Excuse us pal. Which way to the 
clubhouse?

Old Jock points him in the right direction.
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CLUBHOUSE:

Jeanette, with a group of business types and socialites, sip 
champagne outside the Club House overlooking the first tee. 
In their midst are a few notable golfer look-a-likes.  

She excuses herself, grabs another glass from a passing 
WAITER, takes it to Morrie who hesitates before accepting.

JEANETTE
One won't hurt.

Taking his arm, she escorts him to the Group.

JEANETTE (CONT'D)
Ladies and gentlemen. My gold mine, 
Mister Anderson, whose name will be 
engraved beside moi on the Cup.

A chorus of mirthful jibes from the group as they greet 
Morrie. One male member, HARRY (late 40s), is more vocal.

HARRY
So what do you play off then?

MORRIE
Unfortunately seven now. Had a few 
rough rounds lately.

HARRY
Seven? Damn burglar. Look here Doc, 
I know it's for charity but a ring-
in off seven? Must be a rule 
against this somewhere. 

Turns to his partner, JOAN (40s)

HARRY (CONT’D)
If not, all bets are off.

Old Jock, wanders aimlessly past the group.

HARRY (CONT’D)
How ya doin', ya old fart. Found 
yourself a partner yet?

Old Jock mutters to himself and enters the Club House. 

JEANETTE
(to Morrie)

Listen, why don't we go register?

Champagne glasses in hand, Jeanette leads Morrie back in the 
direction of the Pro Shop. 
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PRO SHOP:

The Club Pro greets the two arrivals, just as Jeanette's cell 
phone RINGS. 

JEANETTE (CONT’D)
Would you believe? My day off.

MORRIE
Day off, phone off.

She looks at the caller ID on her phone:

INSERT: CALLER ID - ‘THE SUNSHINE SENIORS HOME’ 

Frustrated, she excuses herself and steps outside. 

Morrie peruses the goods on display. He goes to a package 
with a fancy bottle of liquid and embroidered cloth, the 
label reading ‘YOUR BALLS ARE PRECIOUS’ 

Morrie shakes his head in disbelief.(

On her return

JEANETTE
Better now than out on the fourth I 
suppose. I'm afraid it’s urgent. 
Might have to forfeit our game, 
sorry. Unless -- 

MORRIE
That’s fine, doesn't matter. 

She places her hand sensuously on his arm.

JEANETTE
Give me a quick minute. I'll see 
who else is floating around.

(to Club Pro)
Look after my gold mine.

She places her glass on the counter, pats Morrie lightly on 
the butt, leaving him to wander over towards the Club Pro.

COUNTRY CLUB OFFICE:

At the doorway to an office, Jeanette addresses someone O.S.
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JEANETTE (CONT’D)
You old fart. Quit dilly-dallying. 
Here’s your chance to play a round 
with a seven handicapper.

Jeanette is pleased by the (unseen) response.

JEANETTE (CONT'D)
Thought that would impress you. 
He's waiting now.

PRO SHOP:

The Club Pro demonstrates the ball cleaner cloth to Morrie.

JEANETTE (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Here we are. 

Morrie turns to the Voice. A smiling Old Jock stands right in 
his face. A hand pushes the old man to one side to reveal 

Ruth at the doorway. Her jaw drops. 

Morrie smiles and doffs his cap. 

Jeanette quickly diffuses the situation.

JEANETTE (CONT'D)
Seven handicap! Just what the 
doctor ordered.

RUTH
(groping for a way out)

But I don't have my clubs.

The Club Pro slips into the ante-room...

CLUB PRO (O.S.)
I’ve fixed your grips, m’lady. 

...and re-emerges carrying a bag of gleaming clubs. He pulls 
one out and presents it to Ruth.

CLUB PRO (CONT’D)
(facetious)

Might even improve you game. 

Ruth looks at her clothes.

GOLF PRO
You’ve a change of clothes in your 
locker.
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Jeanette takes her glass of champagne from the counter and 
sinks it in one gulp. 

All eyes are focused on Ruth.

EXT. COUNTRY CLUB – DAY

TEE #1:

A golf ball is driven from its tee. 

RUTH 
Blast!

Not caring to search for her tee, Ruth walks off, replaces 
her club in her bag, stands mute. 

Joan and Harry suppress their mirth as Morrie leads the party 
off towards the fairway.

MORRIE
Early days.

FAIRWAY #1: CONTINUOUS

The foursome saunter along the fairway.

JOAN
So, seven handicap, eh?

Morrie smiles.

JOAN (CONT'D)
(to Ruth)

And yours is still -- ?

RUTH
Thirty-six!

MORRIE
My lucky number.

A scathing glance from Ruth.

MORRIE (CONT'D)
Well, one of them.

Joan and Harry deviate slightly left. 

Morrie and Ruth continue in silence, some metres apart. 
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MORRIE (CONT'D)
Yours is the number two, isn't it?

RUTH
(coldly)

Yes.

Ruth slowly deviates to the right and heads into the rough.

MORRIE (O.S.)
Oh, and try a wedge back on to the 
fairway.

GREEN #1 - LATER:

Morrie sits on his buggy seat on the edge of the green, with 
a packet of cigarillos in hand. A stray golf ball strikes his 
buggy - the packet flies out of his hand. 

The ball fortuitously rolls back on to the green ending up a 
few feet from the pin, better placed than three other balls.

Joan and Harry make their way on to the green as Morrie 
retrieves his cigarillos. He places a hand to his ear.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Was that a ‘fore’?

HARRY
More like five or six. Knowing her.

Morrie points to the wayward ball.

HARRY (CONT'D)
Ten to one says it's not mine.

JOAN
I thought all bets were off?

Morrie removes a cigarillo from the pack and approaches the 
said ball just as Ruth makes her way on to the green. 

MORRIE
I'll mark your 'two' for you.

He spots his nickel on the green, hands the ball to Ruth and 
goes to light his cigarillo. 

Ruth fires off a disapproving glare. 

Chastened, Morrie places the unlit cigarillo behind his ear. 
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TEE #2 - LATER:

Ruth tees up and with an awkward grip, addresses the ball. 
She drives and screws her face, not happy with her effort.

JOAN
Ooo. Nasty slice. Again

RUTH
Fade!

Morrie watches the ball without comment. 

FAIRWAY #2:

Morrie accompanies Ruth down the fairway.

MORRIE
Swing's okay but try shifting your 
left hand further around the grip.

RUTH
I'm comfortable with my grip, thank 
you.

MORRIE
Are you comfortable with the rough?

Ruth deviates to the right. 

Morrie heads down the centre of the fairway where he meets up 
with Harry. 

HARRY
You know, there’s a tar pit by the 
south-east boundary, to the right 
of the fifteenth.

It’s news to Morrie. 

HARRY (CONT'D)
Discovered it one day when I had to 
partner her in a comp!

THE ROUGH: 

Ruth parks her buggy at the edge of the fairway, selects a 
long iron. She checks herself, chooses a wedge instead.

She addresses her ball, checks and adjusts her grip and plays 
her ball.
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EXT. SUNSHINE SENIORS’ HOME - DAY - SIMULTANEOUS

Jeanette’s car zooms through the signed entrance ... through 
to the parking lot and into a ‘disabled’ space close to the 
entrance. Still wearing golf shoes, she hurriedly exits her 
car.

RESUME GOLF COURSE - THE FAIRWAY: 

Ruth's ball trickles toward Harry and Morrie. The latter 
offers polite APPLAUSE. Harry takes the cue and does 
likewise.

Ruth, with a glow of satisfaction, walks her buggy to her 
ball. 

Joan ambles up to Morrie, motions toward Ruth.

JOAN
Could be you are just what the 
doctor ordered. 

JEANETTE (V.O.)
Up the dose, I said.

INT. SUNSHINE SENIORS’ HOME - DAY - SIMULTANEOUS

Jeanette and the facility’s MANAGER enter a small Isolation 
Room.  There, a SECURITY OFFICER stands sentinel beside 
Jeanette’s senior citizen MOTHER strapped into a solid chair.

JEANETTE
And get those straps off!

SECURITY #1
You can’t just go around telling--

JEANETTE
I’m her doctor.

SECURITY #1
I thought you were her daughter.

JEANETTE
Can’t be helped.

The Security guy shakes his head pitifully, turns to the 
Manager who nods her approval. He relaxes the strap.
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MANAGER
I don’t think extra medication’s 
going to make any difference. It’s 
who she is. She’s dangerous.

The Security guy tightens the strap again.

JEANETTE
Wheeling other patients around is 
not dangerous.

MANAGER
Running Nascar events in the 
corridor is! I’m gonna have to ask 
you to relocate her.

JEANETTE
I can’t.

The Manager’s look begs the question.

JEANETTE (CONT’D)
No-one else will take her.

The Manager’s look suggests she doesn’t give a ....

There’s an impasse.

Jeanette relents.

JEANETTE (CONT’D)
How much?

RESUME GOLF COURSE - FURTHER ALONG THE FAIRWAY: 

Morrie and Ruth trudge uphill. Morrie wheezes, finds the 
going tough.

RUTH
Look. I know I'm only a 'scrubber' 
as you'd probably call it but --

MORRIE
Oh, that's the last thing I'd call 
any lady.

Ruth smiles. 

They reach her ball. As she selects an iron, Morrie begins 
coughing. She addresses her ball but the cough persists, 
bordering on chronic. She delays her shot, looks to him.
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RUTH
You all right Mister Anderson?

He manages to suppress his coughing enough to reply.

MORRIE
Fine, fine.

As she again addresses her ball, again he coughs.

RUTH
You sure you're okay for the 
eighteenth? We can go back now.

MORRIE
It's the nineteenth I'm looking 
forward to, my dear.

Ruth is irked by the term 'my dear’ but says nothing.

Again she addresses her ball. But before she can continue, 
Harry and Joan arrive on the scene.

HARRY
I’d see a doctor about that.

MORRIE
I saw one. Look where it got me --

Ruth leans against her club waiting for quiet.

HARRY
(to Ruth)

Don't wait on us.

Again Ruth addresses her ball.  

Old Jock trundles past a short distance in front of her.

OLD JOCK
They keep changing the layout.

He stops at one of the other balls and prepares to play it. 

HARRY
Wrong ball, Jock, wrong ball!

In a dither, Old Jock looks around and, muttering, proceeds 
off the fairway. 

Ruth resumes addressing her ball.

MORRIE
And don't forget your grip.
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Ruth rolls her eyes in exasperation.

INT. SUNSHINE SENIORS’ COMMON ROOM - DAY - SAME

Jeanette and the Security guy stand either side of her Mother 
seated in a lounge chair, very jittery.

In their midst, various Senior Citizens wander about in their 
own worlds.

MOTHER
Why am I here?

JEANETTE
Because you’re sick.

MOTHER
Sick? What’s wrong with me?

JEANETTE
You’ve got Alzheimer’s. How many 
times do I have to tell you?

MOTHER
Tell me what?

JEANETTE
You’re costing me a fortune - in 
more ways than one. That’s what!

Jeanette turns to the Security Guy.

JEANETTE (CONT’D)
Just make sure she gets her meds. 
She’ll soon calm down.

SECURITY OFFICER
She’d better, lady. We got better 
things to do.

JEANETTE
Haven’t we all?

RESUME GOLF COURSE - 18TH GREEN:

Approaching the Club House. 

Ruth concentrates on her ten foot putt. The ball finds its 
way into the cup, earning generous applause from the others.

Ruth glows with pride as she retrieves her ball. Morrie 
replaces the flag and offers his hand.
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MORRIE
Well played. Damned good score.

Ruth accepts his hand and shakes it firmly.

MORRIE (CONT'D)
With our aggregate, we're in with a 
chance.

They are joined by Harry and Joan, exchanging handshakes.

JOAN
(acknowledging Ruth)

Should do wonders for the handicap.

Nods of approval all round as Ruth removes a small bottle of 
liquid and an embroidered cloth from the pouch of her golf 
bag and cleans her ball before replacing it in her bag. 

Morrie has a chuckle to himself at the sight of it.

HARRY
With a bit of coaching. But no 
protest. Now for the nineteenth.

Ruth returns her cleaning gear to her bag, consults her 
watch.

RUTH
While I go check on the 
arrangements.

She turns to Morrie and offers her hand. 

RUTH (CONT'D)
Thank you again Mister Anderson.

Before departing she quietly comments

RUTH (CONT'D)
You can have that now, if you must.

Morrie removes the cigarillo from behind his ear, looks at it 
and places it inside the packet.

They move toward the Club House. Harry places an arm around 
Morrie's shoulder.

HARRY
The Club mixed four-ball comes up 
soon. You're not a member, are you? 
See what we can do about that.

Joan raises her eyes to the heavens. 
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INT. COUNTRY CLUB DINING ROOM – NIGHT

A Mirror Ball sparkles above the room crowded with GUESTS in 
evening wear seated at tables with an ample supply of 
champagne and wines. 

A FEMALE VOCALIST, with a small BAND, sings a melodic tune 
while WAITERS clear the tables of soiled dinner plates.

MORRIE'S TABLE:

Joan and Morrie, each flanked by a vacant chair, take in the 
music. 

ELSEWHERE IN ROOM: 

Harry is in conversation with some fellow golfers, one of 
whom is the CLUB PRESIDENT (45). They pass several glances 
toward Morrie.

They all depart and Harry moves over to

MORRIE'S TABLE: 

Harry sits and has a word in Morrie's ear.

HARRY
I think we can bend some rules.

MORRIE
Look, don't upset the --

A wink and a nudge from Harry

HARRY
Made to be bent, if not broken.

JOAN
(to Morrie)

Lawyer!

LECTERN AREA: - INTERCUT

To one side of the stage stands a lectern flanked by a dining 
table. Behind the lectern, another small table with a 
collection of small trophies, replicas of a huge Trophy Cup 
housed in a glass cabinet. Jeanette fondles one.
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JEANETTE
Looks like someone stole my thunder 
today.

Ruth, standing next to Jeanette, turns her gaze from the 
trophies toward

MORRIE'S TABLE:

Morrie, conversing with Joan, catches Ruth’s gaze.

LECTERN AREA:

Ruth tries to disguise her smile and quickly averts her gaze. 

Jeanette offers her own lascivious smile and wink toward 
Morrie.

MORRIE’S TABLE:

Morrie blushes, shifts uneasily in his chair. 

The music ends. Over the PA, the Club President calls for 
order. 

CLUB PRESIDENT  (O.S.)
Ladies and gentlemen, if I can have 
your attention please. Your 
attention please.

LECTERN AREA:

Jeanette replaces the trophy and subtly plumps up her bosom.

JEANETTE
I'd better go attend to my 
patient’s needs.

RUTH
(sotto on Jeanette’s 
departure)

Whose needs indeed? 

Ruth resumes her seat at her Official table by the lectern.

CLUB PRESIDENT 
(at mic)

Oy! If you want to know who scored 
today then how about calming down. 
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The room comes to order.

CLUB PRESIDENT (CONT'D)
Thank you, thank you. Let me tell 
you, everyone associated with the 
Foundation thanks you all for your 
charitable support.

(acknowledges Ruth)
Now for the winners of today's four-
ball for the prestigious Bastian 
Perpetual Cup. 

Ruth chances another quick glance towards Morrie's table.

CLUB PRESIDENT (CONT'D)
We heard earlier in the evening of 
the wonderful effort of the 
organizing committee headed by Lady 
Bastian.

MORRIE'S TABLE:  

Morrie, bemused by the term used, mouths 'Lady' to himself.

LECTERN AREA:

CLUB PRESIDENT (CONT'D)
Well, she not only organized the 
event...

(pauses for effect)
But with a total score of seventy-
eight points, she also won the damn 
thing, along with her partner and 
guest, Mister Maurice Anderson.

MORRIE'S TABLE: 

Jeanette squeezes his upper thigh but with the applause and 
backslapping from Harry and others, it doesn’t register.

CLUB PRESIDENT (O.S.) (CONT’D)
So if Lady Bastian and Mister 
Anderson would kindly step forward 
to accept their replica trophies.

Joan and Harry prompt a rather shy Morrie. He goes but his 
coughing won't leave him be.
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LECTERN AREA:

Morrie joins Ruth and they accept their replica trophies from 
the President.

CLUB PRESIDENT (CONT'D)
And we'd ask our winners to leave 
their cups on the table for viewing 
throughout the evening.

Ruth leans across and shakes Morrie's hand. Morrie also leans 
across and gives her a gentleman's peck on the cheek, 
catching her off guard.

They replace the trophies on the table and return to their 
respective places, Ruth watching Morrie all the while.

MORRIE'S TABLE:

Jeanette congratulates Morrie with a generous kiss on the 
cheek and a pat on the back.

The Club President continues in the background.

CLUB PRESIDENT (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Now just for the record, in case 
anyone is interested, second place 
getters are Mister and Missus Bryce-
Hamilton with a commendable sixty-
two stableford points.

Over yet more polite applause, Jeanette speaks softly to 
Morrie so as not to disrupt the proceedings.

JEANETTE
Once again, sorry I had to rush off 
from the comp. I was hoping to take 
advantage of your credentials.

(afterthought)
Still, you did all right for 
yourself.

MORRIE
Strangely enough, I enjoyed her 
company. 

JEANETTE
One for the books.

Morrie contains a hearty laugh. 

MORRIE
So what's with the 'Lady' bit?
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JEANETTE
She would have us all believe.

He contains his laughter which triggers a coughing bout.

CLUB PRESIDENT (O.S.)
And I am pleased to announce that 
in third place were none other 
than, wait for it -- Harry and Joan 
Mumford -- damned burglars.

Morrie manages to contain his coughing as he joins the others 
in congratulating the other place-getters. 

JEANETTE
(diplomatic)

Still smoking, eh?

Morrie looks her in the eye.

MORRIE
As of today, no.

She raises a sceptical eyebrow. 

LECTERN: 

CLUB PRESIDENT
Okay then. Time to get on with 
enjoying ourselves on the dance 
floor. Perhaps Mister Anderson, if 
you wouldn’t mind. 

The BAND strikes up a gentle dance tune from the 90s. 

Morrie approaches Ruth and requests the pleasure of the 
dance. She politely accepts. 

MORRIE'S TABLE:

With a sullen glare, Jeanette knocks back her glass of 
champagne, spilling some down her chin. She grabs a new 
bottle and pours another drink.

THE DANCE FLOOR:     CONTINUOUS

Morrie and Ruth have difficulty getting their rhythm. 

MORRIE
I believe there are some occasions 
when it’s the man’s role to lead.
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Chastened, Ruth acquiesces and they slip into the swing.

Morrie proves to be a veritable Patrick Swayze and leads Ruth 
with a firm hand around her waist while maintaining a 
respectable body distance. 

She is duly impressed but they dance a moment in silence as 
others take to the dance floor as well. 

Eventually she breaks the ice.

RUTH
I remember this from years ago. 

MORRIE
You and your late husband -- 

Off her disparaging look.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Word gets around ... so, he liked a 
bit of dirty dancing? 

RUTH
(a degree of bitterness)

Bit of the dirty but not much of 
the dancing. But some of his 
colleagues were accommodating.

He draws her closer to him a la Dirty dancing as Jeanette and 
her partner, The Club Pro, dance up to them.

CLUB PRO
(to Ruth)

So how were the new grips?

RUTH
(emphasizing singular)

The new grip is quite firm, thank 
you.

In earshot are Joan and Harry.

HARRY
I won’t ask what your game is 
tonight.  

Jeanette is led off with the others, leaving Ruth in the 
capable hands of Morrie - 

RUTH
You obviously have a few moves in 
your repertoire. 
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He looks at her deliciously.

MORRIE
My late wife to thank for that. She 
knew all the moves, that woman. 

A raised eyebrow from Ruth as she pulls away from him.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Oh, she was good, damned good. Won 
a few accolades.

RUTH
Accolades? For -- golf I hope? 

MORRIE
That too.

RUTH
That too?

MORRIE
And dancing. Won a few awards even.

Ruth’s relief is slowly replaced by disappointment.

RUTH
Unfortunately I don't have any 
awards.  For anything.

MORRIE
You have now.

Ruth relaxes, allows herself to be drawn a little closer. 

RUTH
(probing)

You miss your wife?

Morrie simply smiles and nods the affirmative. She probes 
further.

RUTH (CONT'D)
No other woman in your life now? 
For companionship, that is?

A simple shake of his head in the negative. 

MORRIE
Don’t need a ring through my nose 
at the moment.

She raises an eyebrow.
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MORRIE (CONT’D)
This bull would like to roam free a 
while before he’s corralled again.

He is relieved of any further interrogation by a tap on the 
shoulder from The Club President. 

LATER:

The MUSIC now more modern twenty-first century. 

Amidst the other, mainly younger DANCERS, Morrie jives 
awkwardly with a dishevelled Jeanette. With bow tie undone, 
he's exhausted and looks toward their table.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
That seat looks inviting.

Fair call. Jeanette leans heavily on Morrie’s shoulder and 
they surrender the dance floor to those more capable. 

MORRIE'S TABLE: 

Morrie, a hand firmly placed on her lower back, escorts 
Jeanette to her chair. 

With Ruth seated in his chair, he retrieves a vacant one from 
an adjoining table. As everyone else re-shuffles, Jeanette 
quickly slides her chair in b/w Ruth and Morrie – to the 
bewilderment of the others.

Harry leans across.

HARRY
Thought you'd be good for the whole 
nine innings?

MORRIE
(off Jeanette’s wide eyes)

That’s what she was hoping.

JOAN
Don't listen to Harry. If he had 
half as much spunk in him as you.

HARRY
Saving it all for when we get home.

JOAN
All mouth and trousers as usual.

Morrie leans back and stretches. He consults his watch.
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MORRIE
Right now I need to prepare myself 
for the love nest.

There’s a look of concern from the others. Jeanette, however, 
rapidly grooms herself in anticipation.

MORRIE (CONT'D)
A few dwellings down, at number 
fifteen. Mirror ceiling in the 
bunkhouse. A birthday surprise, 
apparently.

Before they can get their heads around this, 

MORRIE (CONT’D)
So on that note.

With the back of his chair as support, he stands.

He shakes hands with the others at the table and to Jeanette

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Good luck with your mother.

Her glare thanks him for reminding her.

He returns to Ruth, takes her hand and places a delicate kiss 
on her fingers.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
And thank you my 'Lady'.

Shell-shocked, she responds ever so intimately.

RUTH
My pleasure, Sir.

Jeanette is piqued by Morrie’s show of chivalry toward Ruth.

Morrie turns and, skirting the Dancers on the floor, sashays 
toward the exit where he stops, turns and gives thumbs up to 
his table. He continues sashaying on out.

With Morrie’s absence, the table is now subdued.

HARRY
He seems to have left his mark, 
now, hasn’t he?

Eyes dart from one to another.

Jeanette stand and goes swiftly to the Trophy Table. She 
picks up Morrie's replica trophy and hastens toward the Exit.
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EXT. COUNTRY CLUB PARKING LOT – NIGHT

Jeanette takes the trophy out toward the Parking Lot just as 
Morrie's Mustang drives off. 

Ruth saunters up alongside as the car disappears. She reaches 
across for the trophy being held by Jeanette closely to her 
bosom. 

RUTH
Here, I’ll drop it off.

But Jeanette doesn’t relinquish it - it becomes almost a 
Daffy v Bugs routine, fighting over an Oscar award.

JEANETTE
I’ll give it to him at his next 
appointment.

RUTH
(unsure why the fuss)

But he’s a neighbor of mine.

JEANETTE
More than that, it seems.

Off Jeanette’s steely look

RUTH
What?

Reluctantly, Jeanette releases her grip on the trophy.

JEANETTE
Once bitten, eh? Definitely not 
twice shy now!

She storms off, leaving Ruth smiling to herself at the verity 
of the statement. 

EXT. MORRIE'S TOWNHOUSE – MORNING

Roger, in designer coveralls, has a hand poised by the door 
knocker but the door opens before he can rap. Ruth, casually 
dressed, exits.  

ROGER
Forget our toothbrush, did we?

She answers with a brisk swing of her hand towards his face 
but stops short of a slap. With both hands, she grabs his 
cheeks and plants a long, passionate kiss on his lips. 
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With Roger in a state of shock, she steps back and looks 
towards his groin.

RUTH
Is that Hershey bar in your pocket? 
Or just wishful thinking?

As she walks off leaving him flummoxed, Roger does a double 
take, shoves his hand into a pocket and removes a small screw 
driver.

ROGER
Just a little tool, actually.

INT. MORRIE'S LIVING ROOM – MORNING

Morrie, in coveralls, places his replica trophy in a 
prominent position in his trophy cabinet.

MORRIE
All be done by the time he gets 
back from the day spa. 

He looks back over his shoulder to Roger who’s all in a 
dither, checking his watch.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Don’t fret on me. When I’m done, 
he’ll think all his birthdays have 
come at once.

He closes the cabinet door, goes to Roger and examines his 
designer coveralls.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Won’t ask what you have in the way 
of tools.

Roger sheepishly produces his small screwdriver.

ACTUALLY
Yeah well, you’ll be doing more 
gluing than screwing. For now.

INT. RUTH'S TOWNHOUSE - SAME

Ruth leans against the closed front door. Slowly an impish 
smile appears on her face.

She makes her way into her Living Room and picks up her own 
replica trophy from a sideboard.
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She opens the glass doors of a display cabinet and deposits 
her trophy in prominent view.

INT. COUNTRY CLUB - DAY

Ruth ambles along a corridor, a spring in her step.

The Club President approaches.

CLUB PRESIDENT
Well done Lady Bastian. Now for the 
club’s mixed four-ball, eh?

RUTH
Up there on my list. 

Ruth beams as she watches him enter an office. She walks on a 
step or two, stops, backs up and ponders the sign on the 
closed door: “CLUB PRESIDENT”.

INT. SPORTS CLUB BAR – DAY

Morrie leans back on his bar stool and splays his arms and 
legs as if prone on a bed. 

He looks upwards and with an effeminate voice wails

MORRIE
(imitating Clive)

“Oh  My  God! Oh My God! All my 
birthdays come at once!”

He almost topples backward but Denise is agile enough to lean 
across the bar and grab his hand, righting him.

DENISE
Took him by surprise?

MORRIE
Heart skipped a beat.

DENISE
His or yours?

Morrie wavers his hands and flutters ‘hallelujah’.

MORRIE
Anyway, calls me the second coming. 
Thinks the sun shines from my ass.

DENISE
Painful.
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MORRIE
Brought tears to my eyes.

DENISE
Ah, true love.

Morrie reaches his hand out to hers.

DENISE (CONT’D)
A girl can dream.

MORRIE
Then there was Mrs Southcott’s --

But her attention is directed elsewhere. 

Asif, immaculately groomed, laptop case in hand, sidles up to 
Morrie.

ASIF
Mister Anderson. 

MORRIE
Mister Emmanuel.

They extend hands and shake.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Found us okay?

ASIF
(looks to heavens)

With a little help from above.

Morrie is a little slow on this until Asif shows him his cell 
phone with its GPS app.

ASIF (CONT’D)
Don’t frequent this part of town.

Morrie surveys the clientele in their midst.

MORRIE
(unctuously)

No, I shouldn’t imagine --

Asif is about to protest but Morrie intercedes.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
But now you’re here ...

Asif removes an envelope from inside his bespoke suit coat.
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ASIF
Those share documents I promised 
you. In the appropriate name.

Denise waits with baited breath for an introduction but 
Morrie does not oblige. She takes the initiative.

DENISE
Er, drink?

ASIF
Scotch, neat.

She pours his drink.

Morrie grabs his own glass and motions toward one of the more 
intimate tables.

Asif, unable to remove his eyes from Denise, is ushered away 
by Morrie. 

And good timing too, as Syd and Gordon make their way 
boisterously to the bar. 

Asif fumbles with his carry case and removes the laptop, all 
the while smitten by Denise.

Morrie coughs to get his attention.

MORRIE
(in filial tone)

She’s but a simple working girl. 

ASIF
Do you mean ... as in? The “lady 
friend”?

Morrie taps a finger to the side of his nose.

Asif flusters about and brings up a new window on his laptop 
screen and turns it toward Morrie.

At the bar, Denise delivers beers to the new arrivals.

SYD
So what’s the deal maker up to?

Denise looks toward Asif with a twinkle in her eye.

DENISE
Which one? 

Morrie’s off-screen COUGHING causes Denise concern.
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EXT. POST OFFICE – DAY

Morrie checks the address of a letter he holds: 

Club President                                             
Cypress Ranch Golf Club                                    
Cypress Ranch Drive                                       
Santa Ana   CA 92782                                          
USA

He slips it in the US Mail box and saunters along to a wall 
of Private Mail Boxes.

He removes and peruses his incoming mail.

RUTH (O.S.)
Neighbors in more ways than one.

Ruth ambles a few paces past him to her own Private Box. He 
manages a polite smile and returns to his mail. 

One particular letter takes his attention. 

Addressing Ruth, he indicates the said letter.

MORRIE
Seems like someone has bent a few 
rules.

Ruth wanders to his side and has a brief read of the letter.

RUTH
Made to be bent. You’ll be 
available for the four-some then? 
Perhaps you'd like to play a round 
with me? As a warm-up, so to speak.

Morrie raises his eyebrows.

MORRIE
Sounds like foreplay to me. Best 
offer I've had since my honeymoon.

A YOUNG WOMAN drinking from a bottle of mineral water, 
reading her mail, overhears and almost chokes on her drink. 

They depart together leaving the Young Woman gasping.

INT. COUNTRY CLUB DINING ROOM – DAY

A Waiter bearing a pot of coffee, approaches Ruth and Morrie 
seated in an intimate arrangement away from the sprinkling of 
other Members. They indicate that they have had sufficient.
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RUTH
And so the brilliant Rhodes' 
Scholar returned home to LA with 
his new English society wife cum 
social secretary. 

She takes a moment to take in the ambience.

RUTH (CONT’D)
Insisted we join this club. All 
very convenient. I maintained the 
social contacts and --

(chooses her words)
Anyway, the years went by, he 
contracted lung cancer, I nursed 
him day and night. For four months. 
That's all it took. Before he went, 
he established the research 
foundation. I took over the reins 
so to speak. In his honour.

MORRIE
Gutsy move. 

RUTH
The social thing to do, really. But 
it was a blessing of sorts. I 
didn't need to play second fiddle 
any more. Became liberated, adopted 
a whole new disposition, so to 
speak.

MORRIE
I see. So, no other? I mean, is 
there no one? What I mean is -- 

She is reluctant to continue on this theme. 

Silence prevails a moment.

RUTH
Yourself?

MORRIE
Me? Nothing very exciting.

RUTH
Now now, Mister Anderson. Surely a 
widower, um ... gets the urge ..?

MORRIE
But rarely the urgency.
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RUTH
I see. So, no other? I mean, is 
there no one? What I mean is -- 

MORRIE
You’re not, by any chance, 
referring to my -- ?

The intimacy is interrupted by a voice from behind Morrie.

HARRY (O.S.)
Welcome to the club.

Harry, whisky in hand, stands himself alongside Morrie.

MORRIE
Thank you for pulling the strings.

HARRY
Oh, no, it wasn't m--

Ruth, unseen by Morrie, subtly shakes her head. Harry gets 
her drift.

HARRY (CONT’D)
-- much of a problem. My pleasure 
in fact.

Ruth gives Harry an appreciative, clandestine smile.

HARRY (CONT’D)
So, you're available then?

(off Morrie’s bemused look)
Mixed foursomes?

MORRIE
It would appear. 

Ruth stifles a diplomatic COUGH in Harry's direction.

HARRY
(takes the hint)

No urgency.

They watch him depart. Morrie turns to Ruth.

MORRIE
Where were we?

Ruth chuckles, leans on her elbows and looks winsomely into 
his eyes.

RUTH
Another time perhaps.
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She raises her glass of water, toasts.

RUTH (CONT’D)
Welcome to the club.

INT. MUSIC CONSERVATOIRE – NIGHT

A STRING QUARTET plays soothing music to an audience 
festooned with diamonds and pearls etc. Behind the performers 
is a banner: ‘BASTIAN FOUNDATION CONCERT’.  

Ruth, in a prime seat, smiles as the vacant seat beside her 
becomes occupied by an APPARITION of Morrie.

EXT. MANSION GARDENS – DAY

A charity garden party in the grounds of an opulent 
residence. A white marquee is festooned with a banner: 
‘BASTIAN FOUNDATION GARDEN PARTY’. 

Ruth mingles among the socialites strutting their stuff.

She smiles to the passers-by, many offering a double take as 
an APPARITION of Morrie appears walking next to her.

INT. ART GALLERY – NIGHT

Serene quiet. The who's-who of the social and art world sip 
champagne, chat softly in groups. A sycophantic ART BUFF 
without a catalogue, requests a look at someone else's. 

Ruth, with the APPARITION of Morrie, resplendent in lounge 
jacket and bow tie, alongside her, stops to examine an 
extremely post Post-Modern painting.

ART BUFF (O.S.)
Now this work is a welcome breath 
of fresh air, don't you think?

Ruth exhales an exaggerated sigh, affecting agreement.

RUTH
Takes mine away!

MORRIE (V.O.)
(sotto voce)

More like halitosis.
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ART BUFF
There's something indefinable about 
it all -- I know it's there but I 
can't quite put my finger on it.

Morrie’s Apparition becomes Morrie in the flesh.

MORRIE
I'd say it's the fusion of the 
visceral and visible. An account of 
the artist's trials and 
tribulations set, no doubt, against 
a backdrop of early childhood 
oppression.

ART BUFF
By God, I think you've got it. Yes, 
the visceral and the visible, early 
childhood oppression --

He wanders away muttering these words. Ruth looks quizzically 
at the real Morrie standing in the flesh beside her.

RUTH
I didn't know -- where did you--?

Morrie indicates the catalogue he is holding.

MORRIE
(quotes)

"... acrylic on canvas, painted 
between 1993 and 1999... completed 
two weeks prior to committing 
suicide..."

RUTH
Against a backdrop of --

MORRIE
"... early childhood oppression".

They both snigger. Morrie notices the price tag.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Twelve grand! But did it help him 
pay the rent? With a bit of luck it 
will end up with a red dot.

Ruth acknowledges the price tag also and they wander off, 
this time Ruth nonchalantly links her arm in his.

RUTH
You're a bad influence Mister 
Anderson.
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The Art Buff returns to the painting in question, a small 
entourage in tow who stand fascinated by the work.

MORRIE 
Call me Morrie.

INT. MORRIE’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Ruth nestles into Morrie’s bare chest, dreamy eyed, her neck 
cradled in his armpit. 

RUTH
Like I said. A bad influence, 
Morrie.

Gently fondling her hair, Morrie smiles the smile of a 
contented lover. He stares at the ceiling above, lost in post-
coital paradise and like Ruth, continues reliving the moment. 

RUTH (CONT’D)
No regrets?

He shakes his head without conviction.

RUTH (CONT’D)
I’m sure she wouldn’t mind.

He nods agreement.

MORRIE
And your husband?

For a moment she doesn’t respond. He turns to her and she 
gives a non-committal shake of the head. All is quiet ... 
until Morrie is overcome by a coughing fit, disturbing the 
tranquility.

INT. DOCTOR’S ROOMS - DAY

Jeanette sensuously positions the pad of the stethoscope on 
various parts of Morrie’s bare chest and listens. She shows 
concern for what she hears.

JEANETTE
Might have to keep an eye on that. 
You staying on top of things? 

MORRIE
Getting personal, aren’t we? 

JEANETTE
The smoking!
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MORRIE
Not since the Perpetual. 

JEANETTE
And the exercise?

MORRIE
A bit on the side. Holding my end 
up, so to speak. 

Jeanette is confused by the comment.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
As for the golf, proved too 
difficult with my old club way down 
in Santa Ana. 

She nods her understanding and indicates for him to put on 
his shirt.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Felt guilty canceling my old 
membership. After all these years. 
So I made a small donation. Out of 
gratitude.

JEANETTE
Small donation?

She eyes him.

MORRIE
Sizable one, actually.

Jeanette’s eyes light up as the cash register literally RINGS 
in her ears.

JEANETTE
Sizable?

MORRIE
Least I could do, considering I won 
a truckload. 

She nods her agreement.

JEANETTE
A truckload.

MORRIE
Fortunately my new club is a little 
closer to home.
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JEANETTE
So you’re getting to play around 
... with you-know-who. 

He raises his eyebrows.

JEANETTE (CONT’D)
Word gets round.

Morrie finishes dressing.

MORRIE
She’s one for surprises.

JEANETTE
You said it. There’s more than 
meets the eye with that one, I tell 
you.

Morrie is all ears.

JEANETTE (CONT’D)
Of course there is the issue of 
patient-doctor confidentiality.

He understands

JEANETTE (CONT’D)
But.

MORRIE
But?

JEANETTE
She’s of a particular disposition. 
Some of her behavior. Let’s just 
say she’s teetering.

Jeanette holds a hand out, palm down, vacillating from side 
to side.

JEANETTE (CONT’D)
Sometimes she can’t make up her 
mind.

Morrie imitates Jeanette’s vacillating hand.

MORRIE
You mean to say, I’ve been playing 
around with --? 

JEANETTE
Not uncommon with a woman her age.
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MORRIE
I’m a modern man.

JEANETTE
But I didn’t tell you.

INT. SPORTS CLUB BAR – DAY

Syd and Gordon, forlorn, occupy their usual places, either 
side of a vacant bar stool. 

A subdued atmosphere — the overhead television barely 
audible. Denise, behind the bar, picks up her cell phone and 
dials. It rings out. She shrugs despondently at the others.

DENISE
Try again later.

EXT. RODEO DRIVE - DAY

Ruth cruises down the retail strip and pulls into a park 
outside a High-end Jeweler. She’s about to exit her car when 
she spies Asif leaving the said store. She watches him amble 
along the street, get into his car and drive off.

INT. HIGH-END JEWELER - DAY

The ASSISTANT shows Ruth a tray of signet rings.

ASSISTANT
The gentleman’s name was Maurice?

RUTH
Er, Morrie, actually.

The Assistant smiles diplomatically as he presents the ‘M’ 
rings to Ruth.

EXT. RODEO DRIVE - ALFRESCO CAFE - DAY 

Ruth takes coffee, picks up her cell phone and dials. It 
rings and rings. 

INT/EXT. MORRIE'S TOWNHOUSE – DAY - INTERCUT

KITCHEN:

On the table, Morrie’s cell phone rings and vibrates.
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MORRIE’S LAWN:

Morrie in coveralls etc, whistles along to the MUSIC on his 
car radio as he washes his Mustang. 

There is the faint sound of a phone RINGING (O.S.). He pats 
his coverall pockets. Nothing there. He looks toward his 
townhouse but the Ringing stops before he can respond.

EXT. RODEO DRIVE - ALFRESCO CAFE - DAY

Ruth, dejected, closes down her phone, looks at the 
expensively wrapped gift on the table. She opens her phone 
again and texts:

TEXT MESSAGE
S’prise in store.

And once again closes the phone off and finishes her coffee.

RESUME MORRIE’S LAWN:

Morrie turns down the car radio and resumes his chore. He 
bends down to re-soak his chamois but stops on the faint 
sound again of a phone RINGING (O.S.). 

He leaves his car and moves swiftly inside... after A BEAT, 
the phone stops ringing.

MORRIE (V.O.)
Ah, my sweet. Nice surprise indeed.

EXT. RESIDENTIAL ESTATE – AFTERNOON - LATER

The Security Gates open smoothly ... Ruth’s Mercedes drives 
through and they close smoothly again behind her.

INT. RUTH’S MERCEDES:

Ruth flops her remote on to the passenger seat alongside the 
exquisitely gift-wrapped jewelry box. As she cruises, she 
gazes at the gift and momentarily veers across the roadway 
and has to react quickly to right the car again.

In the process she nearly collides with the red Audi parked 
out front of Morrie’s townhouse. Her jaw drops.

RUTH
Selfish bastard.
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MORRIE (V.O.)
(prelap)

Let's not get your thong in a knot, 
my love. 

INT. MORRIE'S KITCHEN – AFTERNOON

Morrie, freshly showered and changed, completes the ritual of 
making a pot of tea. 

MORRIE
Sometimes a man needs to broaden 
his horizons, try something 
different.

He takes the tea and joins Denise at the table and places a 
reassuring hand on hers. 

MORRIE (CONT’D)
To be honest, I'm quite enjoying 
it.

He pours the tea.

DENISE
As long as you know what you’re 
letting yourself in for. I mean, 
what are her intentions?

MORRIE
My money? She doesn’t need it.

Denise‘s look begs the question.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
My body? Seems she’s a bit confused 
in that department --

He checks himself.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
It’s called companionship. We’re 
just good neighbors. Rest easy. 

He attends to his tea.

EXT. MORRIE’S TOWNHOUSE - NIGHT

Orlando ambles past Morrie’s townhouse. He pauses and looks 
at the lighted windows. He ponders a moment and moves on. 
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INT. RUTH'S LIVING ROOM – NIGHT

Ruth holds court over a residents' meeting. She consults her 
watch. Those assembled look at each other uneasily. 

The late-comer Orlando enters. When they’re all settled

RUTH
Some time ago now, our good friend 
here raised the issue of riffraff 
finding their way into the estate.

Orlando does a quick survey of the room.

RUTH (CONT’D)
I took it upon myself to reproach 
the property management for its 
failure to properly maintain the 
security provisions to which we are 
entitled. Might I say that Mister 
Emmanuel has since been most 
cooperative in this regard.

ORLANDO
Who?

RUTH
Mister Emmanuel.

ORLANDO
As if!

RUTH
Correct.

ORLANDO
Hmmph. 

Ruth ignores this response.

RUTH
And yet the integrity of this place 
has once again been compromised by 
a questionable element lately 
admitted into our community. 

Orlando again surveys those assembled.

ORLANDO
And would this questionable element 
be presently in our midst?
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RUTH
I thought it best he were not 
invited.

ORLANDO
Yo’ all thought it best?

RUTH
I did indeed.

ORLANDO
(to those assembled)

Am I mistaken or is Mister Anderson 
the particular resident absent from 
this little coven?

The others all confer informally and mutter affirmation as 
Orlando slowly paces the room like a seasoned defence 
attorney. 

ORLANDO (CONT’D)
So why is this man suddenly the 
questionable element absent from 
our midst dis evening?

(to Suli)
This the very same dude who 
repaired your leaking waterworks, 
Mrs Southcott, free of charge, 
after waiting in vain three weeks 
for Mister 'As if' Emmanuel to 
arrange for a tradesman.

(to Roger)
And who installed the mirror tiles 
above your love nest four-poster.

(to Clive)
A pleasant surprise, I hear.

(to Hilda)
Not to mention maintenance of your 
luxury walker.

Hilda cups a hand to her ear.

HILDA
Hooker? Did he call me --

Orlando raises a hand to shush her.

ORLANDO
(Emphasizing to Ruth)

And who, as we're all well aware, 
repaired our security gates for us.

There is general conferring among the others.
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ORLANDO (CONT’D)
This is the man whose esprit de 
corps you seemed of late to embrace 
but now, for some unknown reason, 
you want to black list like yo was 
Joseph McCarthy hisself. Why? The 
color of his skin? 

A shuffling of feet

ORLANDO (CONT’D)
The God he worship? The company he 
keep? 

He has hit a nerve in Ruth. She surveys those gathered but 
this matriarch has lost her hold.

RUTH
His behavior this afternoon was 
unforgivable. He has challenged the 
integrity of our community by 
entertaining --

(chooses words carefully)
-- a professional associate.

ORLANDO
Goddam it, why wasn’t I invited? 
Waddaya say, Norbert? A Pro-fesh-on-
al ass-so-shiate. In a red deuce 
coup no doubt?

(to Ruth)
Goddam it, woman. Yo all talkin’ 
here about the niece.

RUTH
I don’t care what name she uses --

The sound of the front door CHIMES interrupts proceedings. 
Ruth composes herself and leaves the gathering.

INT/EXT. RUTH'S FRONT DOOR – NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

Ruth opens the front door, becomes even more unsettled on 
seeing Morrie there, cell phone in hand. 

MORRIE
I just noticed your earlier text. 

Ruth realises that Morrie is now looking beyond her. She 
hasn't the wherewithal to turn.

The others slowly gather a few paces behind Ruth. 
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MORRIE (CONT’D)
Seems I’m interrupting -- ?

Ruth is lost for a response. 

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Not the surprise I was expecting. 
No doubt there's an explanation -- 
but maybe not now.

He turns, chancing a questioning glance back at the others as 
he leaves. 

The others in turn gather closer behind, all eyes on Ruth. 
Orlando walks to her side, shakes his head in pity for her.

ORLANDO
Your own worst enemy, eh? You 
remember what it is you s’posed to 
do before you leap?

Ruth’s loss for words prompts a pitiable shake of the head 
from Orlando.

EXT. MORRIE’S TOWNHOUSE – DAY - INTERCUT

Morrie, in golfing attire, tosses his golf gear into the 
trunk of his car in his driveway. He sits behind the wheel, 
looks over to

RUTH'S TOWNHOUSE:

Ruth in casual attire in her Mercedes in her driveway. A 
stand-off. Flushed, she looks in her rear view mirror. 

Morrie gestures her to proceed. As she does, he exits his car 
and goes over to her, stopping her, almost incurring an 
injury. 

MORRIE
This is ridiculous. You going to 
tell me what’s going on?

RUTH
Forgive me for assuming there was 
an -- an arrangement between us, 
Mister Anderson. 

Morrie is bewildered ... “Arrangement”?
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RUTH (CONT’D)
But obviously you prefer to busy 
yourself with your professional 
associates.

He's even more bewildered. 

MORRIE
I'm looking for enlightenment here, 
sweetheart.

RUTH
Mister Anderson. Do you think we're 
all blind to your young visitor?

MORRIE
My young visitor?

RUTH
On whom you obviously lavish 
considerable amounts of your new 
money in return for --

MORRIE
Of course. My professional 
associate. Perhaps you’d like an 
introduction? A woman of your 
disposition.

Ruth sees red.

RUTH
What sort of a man are you?

MORRIE
Not your sort obviously, but just 
for the record, we're not all 
tarred by the same brush.

She slams the car back into gear.

RUTH
If you don't mind, I have a 
foursomes tournament to run.

MORRIE
And I have one to win.

He steps back from her rapidly reversing car and watches her 
speed away. 

The SCREECH OF BRAKES... and IMPACT. 

Morrie moves as swiftly as he can the short distance to the
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SECURITY GATES:

The gates are pushed outwards a few inches by the front of 
Ruth's Mercedes. Ruth’s face is buried into an inflated 
airbag. 

Morrie arrives out of breath, fighting to suppress a cough. 

Incensed, Ruth sits stunned as the air bag slowly deflates, 
muffling her voice. She intimates the gates.

RUTH
(muffled by airbag)

I thought you fixed them.

Morrie mocks her voice.

With a flurry, she squeezes the airbag away from her face.

RUTH (CONT’D)
I thought you fixed them!

MORRIE
I did. They open inwards. Remember?

She contains her anger ... and her humility.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Reverse up a bit and try your 
remote again.

She reverses a car length, repeatedly presses her remote, but 
to no avail. 

Morrie stands assessing the situation. 

Ruth looks at her watch and calls sarcastically.

RUTH
Don't over-exert yourself.

He goes to the gates and with all his effort struggles to 
pull them open inwardly. 

They start to give — but his success is short-lived. He grabs 
his throat and chest and falls forward against the gates, 
forcing them closed again. 

Ruth leans on the car's HORN but her indignation turns to 
concern when he doesn’t respond. 
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INT. HOSPITAL WARD – NIGHT

Morrie, wearing an oxygen mask, lies on his back on his bed, 
one arm slumped over the side. 

A FEMALE NURSE enters, goes to him, settles his hand back on 
the bed, shakes her head disapprovingly at the sight of the 
nicotine stains on his fingers.

Morrie opens his eyes and taps the mask with a finger. 

MORRIE
(muffled)

This oxygen?

The Nurse lifts the mask from his face.

FEMALE NURSE
Missed that.

MORRIE
Is this oxygen?

She nods.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
So a fag's out of the question.

She suppresses a chuckle and chances a glance across to 
another patient, STEWART (late 30s) in the twin-share ward, 
who offers an effeminate gesture. 

She replaces the mask. 

MORRIE (CONT’D)
(muffled)

Might as well go --

The Nurse again lifts the mask slightly to allow the rest of 
the comment to be audible.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
-- back to sleep then.

And he closes his eyes and does just that.

WARD STATION - LATER:

Jeanette confers with a RESIDENT DOCTOR and the Nurse. She 
excuses herself and comes out to 
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WAITING AREA:

Ruth, still in her casual attire, seated on a bench, looks to 
Jeanette for enlightenment.

JEANETTE
Still under observation.

RUTH
I feel responsible in a way. 
Shouldn't have let him upset me.

Jeanette looks for elaboration.

RUTH (CONT’D)
Oh, it's nothing. I was foolish 
enough to think that perhaps -- 
well, perhaps this time round. And 
then I find him with --

She looks over Jeanette's shoulder, along the corridor. 

RUTH (CONT’D)
(animated)

-- that woman! What's she doing 
here? And now with him.

Jeanette sees the daggers in Ruth's eyes and turns to the 
source of the vexation.

ELEVATOR AREA:

Denise and Asif exit the elevator and get their bearings.

RUTH (CONT’D)
Oh my God, she certainly spreads 
herself around.

Jeanette is none-the-wiser. 

RUTH (CONT’D)
The woman he's been seeing -- she’s 
a professional, working woman.

JEANETTE
Makes two of us.

Denise and Asif come down the corridor to them.

RUTH
Mister Emmanuel.
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ASIF
Lady Bastian.

Denise reacts to the term 'Lady'

ASIF (CONT’D)
This is Denise, we're --

Denise extends her hand in a delicate manner but Ruth 
declines to accept.

RUTH
Nice professional name. Here to 
offer some patient therapy? I 
thought pets were the go.

The others are totally bewildered by Ruth's behavior.

DENISE
We've come to see my uncle, Mister 
Anderson.

RUTH
Your uncle? Mister Anderson?
Oh, I see! So you're not --? Oh --

DENISE
I'm his niece, Denise. His only 
kin. 

A flummoxed Ruth tries in vain to veil her embarrassment.

RUTH
Working your way through college?

DENISE
That’s right. How did --?

RUTH
(she now extends her hand)

Ruth Bastian. Your uncle’s 
neighbor.

Jeanette, warming instantly to this vivacious young woman, 
also extends her hand. As she does, she gives Ruth a 
castigating look which turns to a leering smile.

JEANETTE
And I'm Jeanette Parker. Your 
uncle’s physician.

Jeanette extends her hand to Asif, a glint in her eye.
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JEANETTE (CONT’D)
Mister Emmanuel. In the flesh.

Denise's demeanor changes, becomes quite serious.

DENISE
He's not very well, is he?

Jeanette shakes her head.

DENISE (CONT'D)
I'd like to go see him if I can.

JEANETTE
They’ve given him something to get 
him through the night but --

She nods her approval anyway and indicates Morrie's Ward a 
few doors along the Corridor. 

Denise and Asif go quietly into the Ward. 

Jeanette and Ruth move toward some seats.

JEANETTE (CONT'D)
'That woman!' eh?

RUTH
He never mentioned a niece.

They sit in silence a few moments, Ruth fidgeting like a 
young child chastened, awaiting consequences.

Asif escorts an upset Denise from Morrie's Ward. 

Ruth stands, goes to the younger woman and accompanies her 
back to Jeanette.

RUTH (CONT'D)
I think we could all do with a 
little something to get us through 
the night. 

JEANETTE
(sotto voce, looking at 
Asif)

Count me in.

INT. CAFÊ – NIGHT

Jeanette nurses a large Cognac as her companions sip on their 
choice of coffee. 
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RUTH
Personally, I don't think the 
Public System is suitable for 
someone in his position.

ASIF
(to Denise)

Can’t argue.

RUTH
Tell me, my dear, does your uncle 
have a health insurance scheme?

DENISE
Not that I know of.

Asif shakes his head, knowingly. 

RUTH
Not to worry, I'll make the 
arrangements.

DENISE
Oh, he can certainly afford it, 
since his lucky numbers came up -- 
in the lottery. 

Ruth smiles amiably, much to the amusement of Jeanette. 

RUTH
Thirty-six. I see.

Jeanette's attention is taken by a passing athletic ADONIS 
WAITER (20s).

DENISE
Always promised auntie she'd have a 
swank place. When she passed, he 
didn’t seem to have much to live 
for, not having any kids of their 
own. You know how it is?

Ruth nods diplomatically as Asif puts a comforting arm around 
Denise.

DENISE (CONT’D)
They more or less adopted me when 
my folks died. But I soon grew up.

Which brings a gleam to Asif's eyes.

DENISE (CONT’D)
I guess he moved into the estate 
hoping for a new start. 

(MORE)
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Pity we didn’t meet earlier, under 
better circumstances.

RUTH
Yes, better circumstances.

Jeanette, on hearing this, nearly chokes on her cognac.

Ruth consults her watch.

RUTH (CONT’D)
Good heavens, tomorrow already.

She shuffles back in her seat. 

Jeanette examines the contents of her glass.

JEANETTE
I might linger a little longer. 
I'll grab a cab if need be.

But Denise intervenes, looking romantically at Asif.

DENISE
We can give you a lift.

Jeanette downs the remains of her cognac and looks toward the 
Adonis Waiter behind the bar.

JEANETTE
I think I'll be fine.

She beckons the Adonis Waiter as the others stand and deliver 
cheek kisses all round, Ruth reassuring Denise.

RUTH
He’ll be in good hands.

On their group departure, the Adonis Waiter with name tag 
‘ANTON’ arrives and stands in close proximity to Jeanette.

ANTON
And what would madam like?

Jeanette looks from his navel up to his young face.

JEANETTE
A French liquor. For now.

INT. HOSPITAL WARD STATION – DAY

Jeanette flips through charts on a clipboard as she addresses 
Ruth standing in the doorway, holding a single rose. 

DENISE (CONT’D)
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JEANETTE
From now on he'll need to tone down 
his social life. No gallivanting 
around the golf course, for 
instance. 

Ruth mutters reflectively.

RUTH
No “gallivanting”.

JEANETTE
Sorry.

Jeanette replaces the clipboard on its appropriate hook on 
the office wall.

JEANETTE (CONT’D)
He's adamant he's going home asap. 
So I'm preparing a special regimen 
for him. I thought perhaps his 
niece and I -- 

RUTH
His niece? And you?

JEANETTE
Yes. I’ll need to monitor his 
status.

RUTH
But I --

Jeanette places a hand on Ruth’s arm.

JEANETTE
It’s all under control. Gotta go. 
Got patients waiting.

Ruth, left standing in the lurch, gives the departing 
Jeanette a steely glare.

INT. HOSPITAL WARD – DAY

Denise arranges flowers in a vase on a small cabinet.

Morrie, propped up in bed, looks toward the door as Ruth 
enters sheepishly, the single rose in hand. 

She acknowledges the other patient, Stewart, as she 
approaches Morrie and hands him the rose. 

Denise takes the rose and inhales it’s perfume.
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DENISE
Beautiful. I'll find another vase.

On her exit. 

MORRIE
You've met my associate?

RUTH
Your niece? Yes. You never told me.

MORRIE
You never asked.

She acknowledges his point.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
There goes our handicap.

Ruth chuckles, relieved a little.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
My apology to Harry.

RUTH
My apology to you. About the gates. 
And about --

Morrie raises a hand to dismiss this. 

An awkward silence.

MORRIE
The car?

RUTH
Minor repairs. They’ve given me a 
courtesy car. 

She subtly places a hand on his.

RUTH (CONT’D)
How are we progressing?

He indicates the oxygen mask on the stand next to the bed.

MORRIE
Can't be too bad. Don't need that 
damned thing all the time.

Ruth deftly retracts her hand when Denise returns with the 
rose in a vase and places it on the bedside cabinet.
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CLIVE (O.S.)
What on earth have you done to 
yourself?

The tone changes when Clive and Roger enter with an enormous 
basket of delicacies. 

CLIVE (CONT’D)
Everything for the ailing man.

He rummages through, listing the contents - cheeses, fruit, 
chocolates, bottle of pinot grigio etc. 

MORRIE
What is this? The goddam last 
supper? You know something I don't?

Roger hands him an elaborately wrapped present. Morrie rips 
the wrapping to reveal a knitted golf club cover in the shape 
of a rooster head with comb and wattles dangling.

There are stunned looks all round until Roger explains.

ROGER
For your niblick.

MORRIE
(looks to his groin)

It's de-commissioned at the moment.

In the background Stewart CLEARS his throat. 

Roger's eyes light up on seeing him. He goes to him, takes 
his hand caressingly and pecks him on the cheek.

ROGER
My, what do we have here. I must 
say I've seen you looking better.

STEWART
Well thank you!

ROGER
I won't ask why you're in here.

Stewart delicately maneuvers his buttocks into a more 
comfortable position.

STEWART
Running repairs, I'm afraid. 
Exhaust system. 

(looks to Morrie)
Mix and match in this 
establishment.
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ROGER
Tsk tsk. Here, let me --

He fluffs up Stewart's pillows, sits on the bedside and chats 
away.

Clive, miffed by this little intercourse, stares at them 
until Denise takes the basket from him. As she places it on 
the mobile meal trolley, Clive takes the opportunity to chat 
with her - in his most masculine tone.

CLIVE
I'm sorry. I don't believe we've 
met.

Before Denise can respond, Asif enters. She glows on seeing 
him. He bears a box of chocolates, hands them to her, 
realises his faux pas and hands them to Morrie.

ASIF
Sorry. Oh, you'll be pleased to 
know the gates are fine.

But now Asif has caught Clive's attention and, suppressing a 
smile, Denise introduces the newcomer to him.

DENISE
Mister Emmanuel. He's -

CLIVE
Yes, we have met.

But now this conversation is thwarted with the arrival of 
Norbert and Suli, with the senile Hilda in tow, hobbling with 
her walker frame, each with a substantial bunch of flowers. 

Norbert strides over to Morrie, forcing the others to take a 
back seat. He extends his hand for a jovial, robust 
handshake. He turns back to Suli, takes the flowers, hands 
them over to Morrie.

NORBERT
Here. These will soak up all the 
germs. If you’re still with us 
after the last petal drops, you'll 
be okay.

Hilda stands befuddled with her bunch of flowers. 

Suli takes them from her, moves toward Morrie, squeezing past 
the others. 

Clive immediately relieves Suli of these flowers, smells them 
and leans toward Morrie.
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CLIVE
Look, give us your spare key, we'll 
take these home for you, do your 
housework, brighten the place up a 
bit for when you get out.

Ruth, incensed, intervenes and relieves Clive of the flowers.

RUTH
That won't be necessary. I have all 
that in hand. Thank you anyway.

MORRIE
Hang on a minute ...

The situation is diffused when Morrie notices another visitor 
at the door.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Hope you made an appointment!

Orlando weaves his way through the partying throng to the bed 
and the accompanying oxygen mask, the dials, buttons and 
knobs.

ORLANDO
Man, you got more dials than a 
Berry Gordy console.

He places a small earthenware jug on the bedside cabinet. 

RUTH
Don't tell me. Medicinal purposes?

ORLANDO
Disinfectant. You know these public 
hospitals.

The whole cacophony is interrupted by an OFFICIOUS VOICE from 
the doorway.

OFFICIOUS VOICE (O.S.)
What the hell's going on here!  Two 
visitors per patient!

The ward is struck silent as the HEAD NURSE paces to 
Stewart’s bed where she takes his hand as if to take his 
pulse. She notices the bewildered Hilda, holding the bedside 
Nurse Call button. 

The Nurse lets go of Stewart's wrist which flops down against 
her crotch. Embarrassed, she removes the Buzzer from Hilda's 
hand, storms to the door of the ward, turns and shouts.
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HEAD NURSE
I want everybody out. Now!

She turns back again and is startled by the appearance of Syd 
and Gordon, bearing a brown paper bag. 

SYD
Excuse us, sister.

MORRIE 
Ah, the funeral-crashers are here. 
What is this, a wake or something?

HEAD NURSE
This is farcical, that’s what it 
is!

Exasperated, the Head Nurse storms out as Gordon removes a 
six-pack of beer and the party atmosphere resumes.

INT. RUTH'S OFFICE/BOARD ROOM – DAY

Ruth gathers together documents from her Executive desk in 
her Office, dumps them into a cardboard carton. 

Margot, with her smartphone, stands in the open glass doorway 
to an adjoining room. Etched in the glass a sign 'CHAIRMAN - 
Knock and Enter'.

MARGOT
So, no Wednesday with the 
Republican Ladies. Arranged some 
months ago? 

Ruth holds her palms up, a subtle rebuff.  

MARGOT (CONT’D)
That's a “no” I take it. Should 
please the Democrats.

She taps a note in her smartphone.

MARGOT (CONT’D)
Bridge, ten thirty a.m. Thursday?

RUTH
I'm sure you could turn a trick or 
two.

Margot starts to tap another note but pauses, confused.
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Ruth does a brief survey of her office, pushes other 
paperwork away and takes the carton of office paraphernalia 
to Margot who adjusts her posture under its weight. 

Ruth passes through the open frosted glass door to 

THE BOARDROOM:

She climbs on the table and reaches for the portrait on the 
wall overlooking the room.

Out of reach. 

She tries to drag the heavy table closer, to no avail. 

As a last resort, she raises her executive chair as high as 
possible and stands upon it. Not a sensible option as it 
swivels this way and that, but eventually she removes the 
portrait.

She climbs down, gives a cursory glance at the brass tag on 
the frame:

‘Professor Arthur Bastion’

and dumps it unceremoniously into a waste basket.

RUTH (CONT’D)
I know where I am needed and where 
I am not. You get that feeling?

But before Margot can answer, Ruth continues

RUTH (CONT'D)
I'm sure the day will come.

She turns for a brief survey of the room, looks up at the 
post post-modernist painting on the opposite wall.

RUTH (CONT’D)
Time for a breath of fresh air.

Margot, nursing the carton, also looks at the painting and 
shakes her head in disbelief. She turns back and watches 
expectantly as Ruth approaches the main double frosted glass 
doors out of the Boardroom. 

Ruth starts to push the doors outward but checks herself and 
gently pulls the doors inwards and departs.
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EXT. CAR-TRAVELING – DAY

Ruth drives her ‘courtesy’ Mercedes along a busy boulevard, 
soft-top down. She speaks into the media unit in the dash.

RUTH
Two carats? Way to go, lady.

She ends the phone call and a moving CAVATINA is barely 
audible on the radio.  She selects a new channel, settles on 
some up-tempo MUSIC which pleases her. She ups the volume.

EXT. DENISE'S CAR-TRAVELING – DAY

Another boulevard, Denise in her Audi, soft-top down, ends a 
phone call, her face beaming. 

The same up-tempo MUSIC comes up on the radio. 

DENISE
(tells the world)

Way to go, lady.

A chunk of ice on Denise’s ring finger bedazzles in the 
California sun.

INT. MORRIE'S LIVING ROOM – DAY

Ruth and a radiant Denise usher a shuffling Morrie and his an 
overnight bag towards his recliner.

MORRIE
Home, sweet home.

Ruth takes the overnight bag and Morrie eases himself into 
the chair, kicking off his loafers. 

RUTH
I'll go put these things away.

MORRIE
Just tip them out on the bed.

RUTH
The bedroom?

Ruth, feigning ignorance of the location, looks about the 
place.

MORRIE
You know --
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But he catches Ruth’s castigating glare.

DENISE
(cheeky smile)

I’m a grown woman.

Unable to disguise her embarrassment, Ruth takes the bag and 
heads out.

DENISE (CONT’D)
Orange Pekoe while we’re waiting?

She moves to the kitchen.

Morrie looks about him, runs a finger along the rim of his 
smoker's stand, rests it upon the photo. His reverie is 
broken when Denise returns.

MORRIE
So, a new career move?

She holds out her left hand to display the huge diamond ring 
but their moment of intimacy is interrupted when the cock’s 
head golf club protector lands on his lap.

RUTH
I couldn't find a place for this!

He fondles it.

MORRIE
Better put it to use then.

Denise has difficulty containing herself with the ensuing 
dialog.

RUTH
Sorry to disappoint — Doctor's 
orders.

MORRIE
Doctors orders?

RUTH
No undue excitement.

MORRIE
No undue --

RUTH
No gallivanting --

MORRIE
No gallivanting?
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Denise is saved by the Off Screen WHISTLE of a boiling 
kettle.

EXT. COUNTRY CLUB GOLF COURSE – DAY

FAIRWAY:

An electric golf cart driven by Morrie, Ruth by his side, 
whines its way toward the green. Prominent is the new cock’s 
head golf club protector on a club in Morrie's golf bag. 

MORRIE'S VOICE
You'll need to adjust your grip 
again.

RUTH'S VOICE
How about around your neck.

MORRIE'S VOICE
If it helps -- but all the same, if 
we're going to get you down to 
twenty-one, watch the --

He's overcome by wheezing and coughing.

RUTH'S VOICE
We'll just see out the first nine, 
shall we?

MORRIE'S VOICE
We'll be fine.

RUTH'S VOICE
Let's not kid ourselves my dear.

The cart pulls up at the edge of...

THE GREEN:

Morrie takes his putter to one edge, Ruth goes on to the 
green itself, close to the pin.

RUTH
I could get used to this.

Morrie coughs again.

RUTH (CONT’D)
(sotto voce)

Maybe not.
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INT. MORRIE'S LIVING ROOM – DUSK

Ruth delicately drapes a travel rug over Morrie, asleep in 
his recliner chair. 

She moves off again to ...

MORRIE’S KITCHEN:

Ruth tidies up a few cups and mugs etc. She stops a moment on 
hearing an Off Screen COUGH. She resumes her task.

MORRIE'S LIVING ROOM - A SHORT TIME LATER

In the dimness, Morrie rests peacefully in his recliner. 

Ruth, with another travel blanket, enters quietly, switches 
on a small standard lamp that softly illuminates the room.

MORRIE (O.S.)
There are some things I can still 
do but thanks all the same.

She stops dead in her tracks, clutching her chest as if she's 
just suffered a heart attack. 

EXT. MORRIE'S TOWNHOUSE – MORNING

Roger and Clive, covered breakfast tray in hand, approach the 
Front Door. It opens and Ruth, sans make-up, appears. 

CLIVE
Forget our toothbrush, did we?

Roger reels away, anticipating a previous fate. She gently 
strokes Clive’s cheek and obligingly produces her toothbrush. 
Their mouths drop. 

RUTH
(turns back to door)

I'll pop in again this evening?

MORRIE (O.S.)
If you feel up to it.

She brushes past Clive who turns to Morrie standing by the 
front door, still in the ruffled clothes of the night before.

CLIVE
Brought you breakfast, but I gather 
you've already had your oats.
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Morrie declines the tray.

MORRIE
I’m not sure I feel up to that.

He moves inside, leaving the two lovers at the door 
dumbfounded.

INT. MORRIE'S LIVING ROOM – DAY

Morrie, shakes his head in disbelief, moves past his recliner 
chair and travel blanket, over to the sofa and gathers up 
another blanket and pillow spread over it.

MORRIE
Who eats goddam porridge? I still 
have my own teeth for fuck’s sake?

INT. SPORTS CLUB BAR – DAY

Three vacant stools at the bar. 

A few other PATRONS sit alone elsewhere. Their eyes turn as 
Jeannette ambles to the bar to be greeted by an ebullient 
Denise.

DENISE
Surprise, surprise.

JEANNETTE
Hey, I've been in more front bars 
than you've had good f -- family 
dinners.

DENISE
Cognac?

Jeannette declines.

DENISE (CONT’D)
On the house.

JEANNETTE
Just need a word with you.

The men at the bar face the women, captivated, especially by 
Jeannette's revealing attire.

JEANNETTE (CONT'D)
About that man of yours.
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Denise fondles her diamond ring prompting a polite chuckle 
from Jeannette. Her tone changes.

JEANNETTE (CONT'D)
I’m only telling you this-- 

The other drinkers crane their necks to eavesdrop.

JEANNETTE (CONT’D)
Ethics and all that. But you’re his 
only kin as you put it.

Denise snaps from her fantasy, shows her concern.

JEANNETTE (CONT’D)
I'll be frank. His latest test 
results. Just thought I’d let you 
know, I’ve put him on some new 
meds, including some that’ll ... 
shall we say, get him moving again. 

DENISE
Moving?

JEANNETTE
Things could get messy, if you get 
my meaning. 

Denise mimes ‘messy’.

JEANETTE
He’s fine for now but... 

Denise silently mouths “but”.

JEANETTE (CONT’D)
But sooner or later, he’s going to 
need serious care and attention. 
Twenty four seven.

Denise silently mouths “twenty four seven”. 

JEANNETTE
I was thinking along the lines of 
the Sunshine Seniors’ Home. It 
comes highly recommended. Could 
kill two birds with one stone.

This comment comes from out of left field for Denise.

JEANETTE
Figure of speech. Fact is, I 
already have a patient there. 

(MORE)
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I could give him all the attention 
a man in his position needs.

Denise gets her drift.

JEANNETTE
However, there's no way your 
uncle’s going to listen to me, so, 
perhaps if you -- ?

DENISE
There's no way he is going to 
listen to me.

INT. MORRIE'S LIVING ROOM – DAY

Morrie, gently wheezing, stands aloof at the window. 

RUTH (O.S.)
No-one wants to shove you into a 
cell and throw away the key for 
God's sake. Start thinking of the 
other people in your life.

Morrie shuffles from the window, brushes past Ruth. 

MORRIE
You mean those who schemed behind 
my back?

He goes behind the bar, retrieves a pack of cigarillos and 
Orlando’s earthenware jug, and deposits them on the smoker’s 
stand along side a pill bottle and various packs of meds. 

RUTH
Nobody schemed behind your back. It 
was a simple suggestion ... Look, 
for what it's worth, I didn't 
agree. I thought perhaps I could --

She checks herself. Morrie looks at her for elaboration.

RUTH (CONT'D)
Never mind.

Morrie settles in his chair. An impasse. 

MORRIE
Why?

She turns from him and gazes at his trophy cabinet, runs her 
fingers along the delicate joinery.

JEANETTE (CONT'D)
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RUTH
Because you can't do the things you 
used to.

Morrie scoffs at this. Another impasse. 

RUTH (CONT’D)
And because, even though you're too 
damned stubborn to admit it, I know 
you're in pain.

MORRIE
Well there's no place like home to 
be in pain, now is there?

She turns back to see Morrie take a cigarillo from the pack.

RUTH
And just what the hell do you think 
you're doing?

MORRIE
Think I might have this now.

She watches him place the cigarillo to his mouth.

RUTH
They'll be the death of you.

He lights up, inhales, straining to repress the urge to 
cough. He exhales, closes his eyes, mutters

MORRIE
Won't be these.

RUTH
Suit yourself. I suspect you always 
have.

She walks past him out of the house.

INT. RUTH'S LIVING ROOM - DAY

Ruth edgy, agitated. Goes from place to place, doing odds and 
ends, re-arranging vases etc. She gazes at her trophy in the 
display cabinet. She massages her temples, a migraine. 

BATHROOM:

Ruth removes a packet of analgesics from her medicine 
cabinet. She swallows one tablet, and a second. She removes a 
third tablet and tosses the packet back into the cabinet. 
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But the packet falls back out and lands on the shelf below 
with the HEALTH WARNING showing. She focuses on the warning, 
looks at the third tablet. 

MORRIE (V.O.)
Won’t be these.

INT. MORRIE'S LIVING ROOM - DAY

Ruth, confronting Morrie reclined awkwardly in his chair, 
holds a pill bottle. She rattles it. Only a few left.

RUTH
How many of these have you had?

He ignores her. On the smoker's tray with numerous butts, 
sits a near empty cigarillo packet; the earthenware jug and 
meds packets its companions. 

Wafting away the odor of alcohol, Ruth struggles to position 
Morrie back up in the chair. She up-ends the earthenware 
bottle - it is empty.

RUTH (CONT’D)
I’m calling 911.

He grasps her hand but she quickly withdraws it and takes the 
pill bottle with her to the landline phone on the bar. 

RUTH (CONT'D)
How many?

Morrie slurs his words.

MORRIE
Enough. What’s it matter?

She starts to key in on the landline.

MORRIE (CONT'D)
Don't!

Ruth stops a moment and turns to him. 

RUTH
It's my duty.

MORRIE
It's my right.

She hesitates.
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RUTH
That's a bit selfish, isn't it. Did 
you bother to think about the other 
people in your life?

MORRIE
I am. I don’t wanna be a burden to 
those I love.

RUTH
Morrie Anderson, you are not a 
burden.

MORRIE
“Morrie”?

(sparks a memory)
Remember the first time you called 
me that.

RUTH
Must it be the last?

Saying this, she looks over to the photograph of Morrie's 
late wife on the smoker's tray.

RUTH (CONT’D)
I'm sure she wouldn't mind. Again.

MORRIE
Let her be.

Ruth replaces the handpiece and confronts him. She refers to 
the butts in the ashtray.

RUTH
I'm starting to wonder just what 
sort of regard you must he have had 
for her.

He picks up a butt. 

MORRIE
What do you want me to say? That I 
killed her with these? She never 
once complained. Then it was too 
late.

(ruminates)
I never realized. I loved her. I 
adored her. She was everything to 
me, gave me everything a man could 
ever --

He checks himself.
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RUTH
(diplomatic)

Want --?

He looks at her as soberly as possible.

RUTH (CONT’D)
Everything ... except an heir --?

MORRIE
She wasn't capable.

RUTH
She?

MORRIE
She. And then I watched as she went 
through the pain that she did.

RUTH
And would you be doing this to her 
now if she was still here?

MORRIE
But she's not. Is she?

He tosses the butt back into the ashtray.

RUTH
But your niece is.  

MORRIE
Leave her out of it.

RUTH
Too late for that. She has a new 
life ahead of her. Let’s talk about 
her for a moment.

He looks intently at her but she dismisses him.

RUTH (CONT'D)
Didn’t think so. What do you care 
for others? 

MORRIE
What are you? My therapist?

She's taken aback by this.

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Okay then. Let’s talk about others 
shall we? Why don’t we start with 
your late husband.
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RUTH
Nothing much to say.

Morrie’s tone becomes more scathing.

MORRIE
So I gather.

RUTH
Do you?

Piqued, she stands forthright before him.

RUTH (CONT'D)
My husband was a selfish bastard. 
He didn’t love me, didn't adore me. 
And he certainly didn't give me 
everything this woman could ever 
want.

MORRIE
Probably wasn't capable.

RUTH
Oh he was capable all right. There
are plenty who can testify to that.
It was assumed by others that I,
the woman, wasn't capable.

A time for mutual reflection. She nurses the pill bottle she 
still has in her hand as she fights back the tears.

RUTH (CONT’D)
I tried. Believe me. I thought we 
loved each other. But I turned
out to be no more than a social 
convenience.

Admonished, Morrie slumps in his chair, contrite. 

Ruth gathers her composure. 

RUTH (CONT’D)
Okay then. I’ll leave you to it. 
Maybe leave a goodbye note for your 
niece. Least you can do.

As she makes her way to the door, Morrie reviews the array of 
meds etc on the smoker’s stand and calls after her.

MORRIE
Wait a minute, wait a minute. 
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Ruth stands defiantly at the lounge room doorway. She 
realises she still has the pill bottle. She looks more 
closely at the label and, turning back to face Morrie, her 
anguished frown slowly dissolves into a haughty smile. 

MORRIE (CONT’D)
On second thoughts maybe get me an 
ambulance. Or Doctor Parker!

Ruth tosses the bottle on to Morrie’s lap and indicates the 
phone on the bar.

RUTH
There it is. You know the number.

Morrie holds the pill bottle as if he's about to throttle it. 
He struggles to get to his feet but hasn't the strength.

MORRIE
I can't. I'm too weak.

RUTH
You said it.

Ruth turns again and goes.

Morrie braces himself, finds the will to stand and taking 
measured steps he moves after Ruth.

EXT. MORRIE'S TOWNHOUSE - DAY

The Front Door opens. Ruth exits and moves towards her 
residence, taunting Morrie.

Morrie comes to the door, calling loudly after her.

MORRIE
I’m not sure I want to --

She stops and turns back to him.

RUTH
Die?

Progressively the various other residents, including Orlando, 
emerge to witness this neighborhood skirmish.

RUTH (CONT’D)
Fear not Morrie Anderson. I won’t
let you die on me. But you don't 
need an ambulance. All you need is 
an optometrist.
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MORRIE
A what?

Ruth intimates the pill bottle he is holding.

RUTH
None so blind, eh?

Morrie stands bemused.

RUTH (CONT'D)
(referring to pill bottle)

Read the label! I'd stay close to 
the bathroom if I were you. Things 
could get messy!

Morrie examines more closely the pill bottle: his bottle of 
LAXATIVES. His face contorts. 

She heaves an exasperated sigh, looks to the other residents, 
particularly Orlando.

RUTH (CONT’D)
Men! 

MORRIE
You don't have much faith in us, do 
you?

RUTH
Never had much reason to. But for a 
while there, I thought well --

(addresses Morrie sternly)
Silly me for thinking perhaps we 
had an arrangement, perhaps even a 
future.

MORRIE
An arrangement? A future? You ... 
and me? 

She hikes her shoulders as if to say, “Why not?”

MORRIE (CONT’D)
Not having much faith in men -- I 
didn’t think a woman of your 
particular disposition would --

RUTH
“Particular disposition”? Meaning? 

He pleads the fifth amendment.

She glares at him.
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MORRIE
You know. Sometimes can’t make up 
your mind ... like which side 
you’re batting on. Not uncommon, 
apparently, a woman of your age.

RUTH
Where on earth did you get that 
idea? You silly man.

The other residents listen intently for enlightenment.

MORRIE
She was only --

He stops mid-sentence, grimaces and places his hands on an 
AUDIBLY RUMBLING abdomen.

RUTH
She? 

Morrie looks again at the bottle of laxatives and makes a 
hasty retreat, barging through the front door of his 
townhouse.

INT. JEANETTE’S DOCTOR’S ROOMS - DAY

Ruth barges into the reception area.

RUTH
Where’s that meddling doctor?

She makes her way toward a doorway bearing the name ‘Jeanette 
Parker, MD’.

Just as Ruth is about to barge in, Jeanette emerges from her 
rooms. An OLD MAN (70s)with a walking stick, waiting in a 
chair looks up from his magazine, bewildered by what follows.

RUTH (CONT’D)
What’s your game?

JEANETTE
I thought for a while I was a 
physician.

RUTH
You know what I mean.

JEANETTE
I’m not sure that I do.
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RUTH
Apparently I have a “particular 
disposition”.

JEANETTE
I’m pretty much booked out now but 
if you make an appoint --

RUTH
We had a confrontation. And he 
insinuated --

JEANETTE
Who?

RUTH
Who do you think? You told him 
about my “disposition”. “Sometimes 
she can’t make up her mind” and 
“Not uncommon with a woman her 
age”.

JEANETTE
And?

RUTH
The fact is, I’m not the Big L!

JEANETTE
Big L? As in lesb --

RUTH
Yes!

JEANETTE
Never said you were.

RUTH
But you inferred.

JEANETTE
Try the next letter, you damn fool. 

Ruth is none-the-wiser.

JEANETTE (CONT’D)
The Big M. 

Ruth is still none-the-wiser. Jeanette breaks it as gently as 
she can.

JEANETTE (CONT’D)
Men-O-Pause.
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Ruth’s red face could ignite a fire.

RUTH
You saying I’m old?

JEANETTE
It happens.

RUTH
Fuck you!

Ruth storms toward the exit, stops in her tracks.

RUTH (CONT’D)
What did you hope to gain? His 
money?

Jeanette flippantly cocks her head.

JEANETTE
Would’ve been nice.

Ruth’s face contorts. 

Jeanette struggles but eventually comes clean.

JEANETTE (CONT’D)
Yes, I had designs on him. And his 
money. But then you stole my 
thunder. 

She finds it difficult to come out with it

JEANETTE (CONT’D)
But the fact is ... okay, the fact 
is, the truth is, I didn’t want you 
getting hurt. Again. Okay?

RUTH
Because I might be going through--?

JEANETTE
Not that. By him!

Ruth, struck out by the sincerity in this declaration, is 
momentarily lost for words.

RUTH
Is he that sick?

Jeanette can but look pleadingly, unable to divulge such 
information.
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RUTH (CONT’D)
How long?

JEANETTE
Long enough — if you’re planning on 
doing what I think you’ve been 
planning on doing.

Ruth digests this, offers a polite smile and exits.

The Old Man remains seated, gob-smacked by these events.

Jeanette glares at him. 

JEANETTE (CONT’D)
And what’s your problem?

Shell-shocked, he looks at the RECEPTIONIST who shrugs and 
points a finger to the consulting room door. 

He stands, knocking the magazine to the floor and, leaving 
his walking stick behind, hobbles as quickly as his aged legs 
will take him out of the place.

Jeanette gives him the middle finger, walks over and picks up 
the magazine which is open at an article about a new-found 
rising movie star - Anton the Waiter. Her eyes light up.

INT. RUTH’S LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Ruth stands before her reflection in a framed mirror on the 
wall. She gently runs her fingers along the tell-tale 
fissures and lines that adorn her attractive middle-aged 
face. Her eyes focus on her left hand. With her right hand 
she fondles her ring finger, void of any ring.

INT. MORRIE’S LIVING ROOM – NIGHT

Morrie sits feeling sorry for himself. He turns to the photo 
of his late wife and as he stares he hears

RUTH (V.O.)
I’m sure she wouldn’t mind. Again.

He looks at the sorry state of affairs surrounding him — the 
ashtray, the whisky vessel, his unkempt clothes ...
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INT. RUTH’S LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Ruth opens the doors of the display cabinet and picks up her 
small golf trophy replica. Her front door CHIMES. Holding the 
trophy, she goes to answer.

RUTH’S FRONT DOOR:

Ruth opens the door and is confronted by Morrie, all spruced 
up, clean shaven, his trademark polo shirt and jacket. He 
notices the trophy Ruth is holding close to her chest.

MORRIE
About that arrangement.

INT. DOCTOR'S ROOMS – DAY

Morrie, stripped to his T-shirt, sits in a bit of a trance.

JEANNETTE (O.S.)
Well, are you going to just sit 
there all day?

Morrie snaps out of it and awkwardly begins to dress again. 

Jeannette is seated on the edge of her desk. 

JEANNETTE (CONT'D)
I said, you'll hold up. There's 
still a bit of oomph in you yet.

She goes to a hat stand in the corner and takes Morrie's 
jacket to him.

MORRIE
So it’s thumbs up then?

Jeannette helps him to his feet and assists him with his 
jacket.

JEANNETTE
For the time being. Doesn't mean 
you let your hair down. Or much 
else for that matter.

MORRIE
I'll bear that in mind.

He checks his hair in the small wall mirror.
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JEANNETTE
I must admit, she’s a very lucky 
young lady. 

MORRIE
She could do a lot worse. 

JEANNETTE
Let’s make the most of it then, 
shall we?

INT. MORRIE'S WALK-IN CLOSET – DAY

Morrie, wearing his ‘M’ signet ring on his left middle 
finger, stands before a mirror, fumbles with a cravat/ascot 
around the butterfly collar of his crisp, white formal shirt.

He adjusts it to his liking and takes in a deep breath to 
compose himself.

INT. RUTH'S WALK-IN CLOSET– DAY

Ruth stands before a mirror, fumbles with a corsage on her 
exquisite designer outfit. 

She finally adjusts the corsage to her liking, takes in a 
deep breath to compose herself.

EXT. COUNTRY CLUB GROUNDS – AFTERNOON

An assortment of unidentified faces diffused in the dappled 
light under the shade of a huge tree.

In front of the assembly, Asif and Orlando, both in morning 
suits (the latter a little more outrageous), stand together, 
Orlando to Asif's right. They both look to their left. 

Jeanette in a sensuous outfit, stands to the left of Ruth, 
immaculate as before. They both look to their right.

Orlando gives Asif a nudge to his left out of frame.

Jeanette gives Ruth a nudge to her right out of frame.

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE (O.S.)
You may take her hand...

Denise, standing in her elegant wedding outfit, looks at 
Asif’s bling-laden hand as it takes hold of her left hand. 
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Ruth looks at Morrie's hand, with the 'M' signet ring on his 
finger, as it takes hold of her left hand. He is resplendent 
in his morning suit.

A JUSTICE OF THE PEACE stands before them all.

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE (CONT'D)
Friends, we are gathered here for 
this very special occasion, the 
union in marriage. A union that 
will rise above all handicaps.

EXT. COUNTRY CLUB PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Orlando, now in a colorful tuxedo, jests with some young 
WAITERS sharing a cone. Much LAUGHTER and back-slapping as 
the older man performs an old Motown backing group dance 
routine ending with a pose as if for a photo shoot for a 
concert bill. 

He thanks them for their indulgence, bids them farewell and 
makes his way inside the main building.

INT. COUNTRY CLUB DINING ROOM – EVENING

A lavish wedding cake sits center stage of the Bridal Table. 

It's a formal, opulent silver service occasion. 

Orlando, his face aglow, wanders in and joins Ruth, Morrie, 
Denise, Asif at the Bridal Table. As he sits, Jeanette 
excuses herself and departs the table. All the men are in 
tuxedos.

SERIES OF SHOTS:

At one table, Harry and Joan, the former in fine form holding 
court with the other guests. 

At another, the Justice of the Peace with Syd and his WIFE 
(late 50s) along with Gordon and a few other PATRONS from the 
Sports Club Bar. 

Margot along with Norbert and Suli try to contain a wayward 
Hilda leaning over to the... 

Adjacent table at which sit a much YOUNGER GROUP OF GUESTS in 
the midst of whom is Old Jock.

And at yet another, Anton the Waiter from the café, shares 
with Clive and Roger both of whom vie for the younger man. 
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Jeanette takes a seat next to Anton and drapes herself all 
over him. Even so, the Gays are not deterred.

Jeanette’s cell phone, on the table before her rings and 
vibrates. She breaks momentarily from her man, checks the 
caller ID.

INSERT: CALLER ID - ‘THE SUNSHINE SENIORS HOME’ 

Jeanette clicks off the phone and resumes her young man.

THE BRIDAL TABLE:

The MUSIC FADES. Orlando TAPS a spoon on a glass.

ORLANDO
Ladies and gentlemen, if you folks 
could bear with this ol’ man for a 
little while, please. 

Those assembled come to order.

ORLANDO (CONT'D)
Now for the premier attraction of 
tonight’s special gig. And I gotta 
tell you all it’s gonna be a treat, 
a double act at the top of the bill 
that’s gonna bring this house down. 
For the first time, as double 
duets, in the spotlight.

He turns to the BAND who begin playing the WALTZ. 

He beckons Denise and Asif on to the dance floor.

ORLANDO (CONT'D)
Ladies and Gentlemen. The awesome 
foursome.

Asif does the honours and they make their way to the dance 
floor.

Denise, a twinkle in her eye, looks back at Morrie.

Morrie stands and extends his hand to Ruth. She is uncertain 
but he insists and he escorts her to the dance floor to share 
the honors with Denise and Asif.

MORRIE
I’m afraid I'm not the mover I used 
to be.
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RUTH
I hadn’t noticed.

MORRIE
And I can't give you everything a 
woman could ever want --

She places a finger over his lips, stopping him mid-sentence. 
She draws nearer to him, looks over and beyond his shoulder.

Denise dances in Asif's embrace, the epitome of happiness.

Ruth whispers softly to Morrie.

RUTH
But you have, my dear. You have.

He smiles affectionately and kisses her tenderly. They take 
center stage and dance on. 

Others join them, and when Orlando partners up Hilda sans 
walking frame, the music becomes more raunchy. Morrie, 
revitalized, moves Ruth into their dirty dancing mode. If 
he’s going to go out, he’s going out in style with the woman 
who loves him.

THE END

FADE OUT
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